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Yes, you are not imagining things: this issue is somewhat larger than usual. 

We had so many articles urgently demanding publication, it seemed a shame 

to keep you waiting for them any longer than necessary. 

You will also notice that the appearance of this issue is - hopefully - an 

improvement over previous issues. We have changed printers, and switched to 

a nicer grade of paper while we were at it. So, you might say this is the 

New, Improved BJRP. 

Unfortunately, this New Era must begin with some corrections. The Editor 

can only plead terminal absent-mindedness as an excuse for the unforgivable 

omission of G. Adolph Ackerman's superb Soviet Airmail exhibit from last 

issue's London Stamp World report. A well-deserved Gold medal went to this 

fine display of the early days of Soviet airmail. For the questionable 

quality of some of the illustrations in last issue we can happily shift 

the blame to the printer, and we hope this issue will show a definite 

improvement in this regard. 

Believe it or not, even at 76 pages, this issue of the~ could not con

tain all the articles we wanted to include! A promised follow-up to the 

Blagoveshchensk article must wait for the Autumn issue, and a report on 

the BALTICA '90 exhibition is also flying a holding pattern at present. 

However, ·the articles we could cram into this issue will hopefully keep 

everyone happy for a few months. As always, your suggestions, corrections 

and addenda are invited. 
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Fig.1 Postcard Map of Railways around St. Petersburg (Courtesy Mr. l'loyes) 
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The Marks for the St. Petersburg 
Local Railways 
IAN L. G. BAILLIE 

It is nt:M over 35 years sinoe the existence of a 'Poezd' (viz. a 'little railway•) mark was first 
mentiooed in BJRP, and just 35 years sinoe the other ( 'IZ' and 'V') marks associated with the 
local/suburban lines of st. Petersburg were first detailed for us (ref.1) by that great explorer 
of Russian J;hilately, Dr Wortman. Since then, a handful of additiooal. examples has also been 
reooi:ded, blt the reasons for, and locatioos of, these marks have remained obscure - particularly 
as in ioore recent years the interpretatien of than all as TPO marks has started to be questiooed. 

In 1984 (ref.3) Mr Dobin provided a classificatien system and deloonstra.ted that there were 5 series 
of 'Poezd' marks and a further 2 series of the even nDre elusive similar 'Pochta' marks, each 
series existing with fran 2 to 6 different internal large numerals. In 1990, Mr Kiryushkin advised 
me that, in spite of exhaustive searches, Mr Dobin had been unable to find any prime source data 
en these strange marks - I cnly hope that eventually there will be sane success in that search. 

However, I have been fortunate in obtaining a nunber of ad:li.tiooal. examples, mainly in the last 
oouple of years, this erux,uraged me to seek infomatien en holdings in other oollectioos, and I 
have compiled a register of 174 'Poezd' and 'Pochta' marks (inclt.ding the 23 for which I have 
inadequate data to classify) which, though undoubtedly still far fran exhaustive, does enable cne 
to draw sane ocnclusioos en these and the a~tly related 'IZ' and 'V' marks. 'lbe pirpose of 
this article is to make this register available and to examine the extent to which ocnclusioos 
can now be drawn. 

In the 1912/13 Winter railway timetable the following lines are identified as forming the st. 
Petersburg SUbJrban system (names are given as direct transliteratioos of the Timetable spellings 
except that I use the Anglicised •st. Petersburg' and 'Peterhof'): 

la st.Petersburg Nikol. - Novii Port 
lb Puschino - Morskaya Pristan 
2 st.Petersburg - Gatchina - IAJga - Pekov -~ 
2a st.Petersburg - Gatchina - Narva - Ieve 
2b st.Petersburg - Oranienbaum. 
2v starii Peterllof - Oranienbaum. (Parovozo-vagcnyi) 
3 st.Petersburg - Tsarskoe Selo - Pavlovsk - Vyritsa - Poselok 
4 st.Petersburg (Odlta) - Sleremetevka (Shlisselb.) 
4a st.Petersburg (Odlta) - Poligcn - Borisovka Griva 
5 st. Petersburg - Raivola 
6 st. Petersburg (Nov. Der. ) - Sestroryetsk - Kurort 
6a Kurort - Dyunyi 
6b st.Petersburg (Novaya Derevnya) -~ 
6v st.Petersburg (Nov.Der.) - Lisii Noe - Kraishtadt 
6g st.Petersburg - ZVanka 

Lines la, lb and 2v do not nm in winter. 

Fl:an present evidence the Poezd (and later Pochta) marks arise cnly en mail transported in either 
directien en 

- line 2a (SPB as far as Krasnii Selo), 
- line 2b (SPB via Peterllof to Oranienbaum. and sanetimes then by ferry to Kn:mshtadt as the 

6v line via Lisii Noe to Krooshtadt did not open until the early 1900s), and 
- line 3 (SPB via Tsarskoe Selo as far as. the original Pavlovsk statien), 

although sane of the other marks arise en mail related to lines 2 or 2a (SPB to Gatchina) and 6 
( SPB via Sestraryetsk to Kurort). 

BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY 70 5 



'1he map showing the developing oc:q>lexity of the rail nebiork axound st. Petersburg is (oourtesy 
of Mr J.G. !t>yes) fran an early 1900s p:,stcard, and the relevant lines for our present PKPOSes 
should be easily identified (fig.1). 

'lhree entirely different groups of marks arise al mail ccnnected with these railways: 

Sectial l - inscribed 'IZ' = 'fran' 
Sectial 2 - inscribed 'V' = 'at' 
Sectial 3 - inscribed 'Poem' or 'Pochta' 

ancf after smmarising the data al each I will di8Cll88 sane of the problms they raise. 

References: 

1. Wortman: ~ 20 - Posbnarks of the Little Railways of the st. Petersburg District (1956) 
2. Imhof: Essen Fhilatelic Fair catalogue (1981) 
3. Dobin: Soviet 0:>llector 22 (1984) 
4. Kossoy: ~ 63 - '1he th-numbered TPOs of Imperial Russia (1986) 
s. Kiryushkin & Robinsoo: Russian Posbnarks: Introduct:i.al & Glide (1989) 

SECTION 1 : The 'IZ' = 'from' HandstBIDps 

'1he following is a brief smmary of the various styles of mark reooEded in the literature, tabi
lated separately aooording to style. Marks are generally in black although there are sane blue · 
and violet marks in the Peel oollectial. 

Single circle (all words; undated) handstag> 

lllort.n Dobin Kir.Rab. Koaay 
Ref. Inscription Fig. Type Fig. Fig. Fig. 

Usage 

1. 1 St.Tsarskosel/Zhelez/Dorogi/Iz Petropavlovsk (sic!) - - - • On 1875 & 
'861seues 

Ref. 1.1: . 'Petropavlovsk' is na,, cxnfimed by Dr Kossoy as being an error in the source fran 
\rdrl.ch he took the illustratial, so the Ref. 1.1 mark does l'Cl' exist. 

Ikluble circle (dated) handst:ag)· 

Date lllortlwl Dobin Kir.Rab. Kosaay 
Ref. Inscription style Codes Fig, Type Fig. Fig. Fig. 

Usage 

1.2 PETERG.Zt£L,DCIR./IZ S.P.mR.A 3-line 1-3 - 16, 11 .D1 42 1\1\1 - ? dates 
1.3 PETERG,Zt£L.DDR/IZ DRANIENBAlJIIA 3-line 1-3rn11 " 16. 11 .D2 1\3 440 10 1873-95 
1,1\ S.P.BURG-SESTRORYETSK/PRIIIIJR,Zh.D. 1-line a - 16.11\.02 51 ... - 1907-08 

Ref. 1.3: previously recorded-for codes 1-2, code 3 is in the Peel & Hellman oollectioos, the 
strike with the missing code (Hellman oollectioo) is 1895 and he Eqilasises that there 
are slight but noticeable ~ferenoes between the side ornaments etc, each code being 
a canpletely separate handstampJ the earliest date was 1877 but fran the Helinan oollec
tioo is na,, 1873. 

Ref. 1.4: the 1907 date canes fran the Hellman oollectial - it is 25.5.1907 and is fully inverted! 
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S!99le circle (dated) ~ 

Inscription Date 
Codes 

lllortnian Dobin Kir.RDb Kassay 
Usage Ref. style Fig. Type· Fig. Fig. Fig. 

1.5 PETERG.Zt£L.Dm./IZ ORANIENBAI.JIIA Cross 1-3 - 16.11.04 44 442 11 1895-0CJ 
1.6 S.P.BURG-SESTRORYETSK/PRil'KJR.Zh.D. Cross 1 - 16.14.01 so 443 15 1902-07 

Ref. 1.5: previous earliest date was 1899, but I have a strike in 1895 which, al the premise 
that 1.5 suooeeded 1.3, is therefore the year for that change. 

Ref. 1.6: the previous latest recorded date was 19061 the 1907 date cx:mes fran the Hellman, 
oollectial. 

Bridge type handstanp (Segments: s = shaded, u = lmShaded) 

Ref. Inscription Codes 
lllortnlan Dobin Kir.Rob. Kossoy 

Usage. Fig. Type Fig. Fig. Fig. 

1. 7 PETERGa: •. Zt'l.D;.:tIZ'CIRMIENBAIJIIA s 1-3 5. 16.11.06 45 1145 12 1901-15 
1.8 8ALT.Zh,D.SP8-0RANIENB,/IZ S.-PBtR.A s 1-4 - 16.12.01 - - . 14R 1911 
1.9 8ALT.Zh.D.SP8-DRANIENB./IZ DRANIENBAlJIIA s 1-3 'Ass• 16.12.02 46 447 - 1905-15 
1.10 BAL T. Zh.D, SPEI-GATOtIND/IZ S.-PEUIGA s 1-3 - 16.13.01 47 - 13 · 1909-11 
1. 11 BALT,Zh,D.SPEI-GATOtIND/IZ GATOtIND s 1 - 16.13.02 48 446 - 1906-13 
1.12 BALT.Zh,D.SPEI-GATOtINA/IZ 5.-PBUI.A s 1-3 - 16.13.03 - - - ? dates 
1. 13 BALT,Zh.D.SPEI-GATOtINA/IZ GATOtINY s 1-3 - 16.13.04 49 - 14L 1913-14 
1,14 PRI~.Zh.D.SPB.SESTR.Klfi,/IZ SESTRORYETSK. u 1-3 'As 51 16.14.04 52 448 16, 17 1911-17 

Kl.fi. 
1. 15 PRI~.Zh.D.SPB.SESTR.KUR,/IZ S,P,81..fiGA s 4 - -· - - - 1914 

Ref. 1. 7: the previous earliest date was 1903 but Kossoy·has 1902 and Peel has 1901, both al 
postcards. Hellman exteoos the previous end date of 1914 to 1915. 

Ref. 1.10: the Hellman oollectial enables the previously recorded usage of 11909 ally' to be 
extended to 1911. 

Ref. 1.11: the ally strike known to me is advised by Mr Hellman and is oode 1, as are both the 
listed illustratiais. 

Ref. 1.15: advised by Mr Hellman as being seen in a M:>soow exhibit in 1990. 

SECTION 2: The 'V' = 'at' Handstamps 

As in Sectial 1, I give ally a brief tabulated Slm'll!llY of data already in the literature. 
Generally in black, although a violet strike of Ref.2.2 is in the Peel oollectial. 

Single circle (all woms, undated) handstaap (Top line: s = seriffed letters, N - ncn-seriffed) 

Ref. Inscription lllortman Dobin Kir.Rob. Kassay 
Usage Fig. Type Fig. Fig. Fig. 

2.1 ST.TSARSKDSEL/Zt£LEZs/DmDGI/V.TSARSK~SELYE N 1 19.11.01 3 431 3 1872-83 (+?) 
2.2. ST.TSARSKDSELSK/Zt£LEZN./DmDGI/V.TSARSK~SELYE N 3 19.11.02 5 - - 1888-01 
2.3 ST,TSARSKOSEL/Zt£LEZ./Dm0GI/V.PAVLDVSKYE s 2 19. 12.01 4 - - 1871-92 
2.4 sT. TsARSKoSELSKPit£t.e:ZN. 700RDGi7v. PAVLoitSK¥t . . N - 19.12.02 6 432 - 1892-02 
2.5 ST.TSARSKOSYEL/Zt£LEZ./DmDGI/V.S.P.BlllGYE N - 19.12.03 9 433 - ? dates 
2.6 ST.TSARSKDSYEL/Zt£LEZ./DmDGI/V,(TSARSKDE SELD) N'I - 19. 11.03 - - - ? dates 
2,7 ST.PETERGCFs/P£l.EZ./DmDGI/V.KRAStOI/SELYE s - - - - - 1871 

Refs. 2.1-2.3: 'lhe N:>yes oollectial contains strikes of these 3 marks which do not agree in detail 
with the Dobin illustratiais, so either sane detail has been lost in the Dobin illustra
~ -or_ roore .·~ <:'18 handstamJ? exists. f~ each of_ these marks. 
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Ref. 2.1: dates of usage not reoc>Eded in tabulated sources, earliest date is fran the Hellman 
oollectial, and the latest of 1883 or later canes fran bio loose adhesives in the 1883 
issue in the Peel oollectial. 

Ref. 2.2: dates of usage not reoc>Eded in tabulated sources, quoted dates are fran the Peel 
oollectial. 

Ref. 2.4: 1894 is reoc>Eded end usage date, and the 1902 date canes fran the Hellman oollectialJ 
. Peel has 2 loose 1888 issue adhesives with this inark but they do not of themselves 

justify adjusting the Dobin 1892 start date. 
Ref. 2.6: Ref. 2.6 is not illustrated or described in detail by D:lbin, so I cannot give the 

exact spelling for 'Tsarskoe Belo' at the foot of · this handstamp. 
Ref. 2. 7: this mark can be reoc>Eded ally fran an amazing cover to Finland in the Hellman ooll

ectialJ the style of this mark is very similar to the style of Refs. 2.1 and 2.2. 

SECTION 3: The 'Poezd' and 'Poch ta' Hands tamps 

Examples of these 'Poezd' and 'Podlta' marks so far reoc>Eded in ~•s total 14, viz. 11 in 
~ 58 (sunmarising various holdings and earlier reoords), plus 1 in~ 20 (the Knighten -

now Kossoy - example anitted in error fran the~ 58 listing) plus bio a&li.tiooal examples in 
~ 63 (the Kossoy article, in which he reoc>Eded additiooal data al the~ 20 example). I now 
knew of a very healthy increase in the total nmiber of :kn(Mri examples (there lmlSt be others still 
unknown to me in the West) - they are both fran the a&li.tiooal references cited earlier (partic
ularly the extensive article by M. D:lbin in Soviet OJllector) and fran various oollectioos (and 
here I nust acknowledge grateful thanks to all who have helped in this survey - especially to 
Mr Hellman, not ally for the data al his own holdings, but also for obtaining pennissial fran 
Mr Fabergefor quoting fran a sunmarised list of material in his oollectialJ time prevented I1Dre 

details being obtained for Mr Faberge' s material but this has not detracted fran the general 
oonclusioos which I seek to draw). Here I 'A'0Uld also record special thanks to Ivo steyn for help
ful oontributioos. 

What we have to seek in fonning a oollectial of these strange and fascinating marks is not just 
an example of each large central nmber fran 1 to 6, but examples of relevant numbers in each of 
7 series of marks - viz. a total of sane 30 different marks, without even taking into account 
the directial of transportatial, which adds another 6 or so! To my knowledge there is no oollectial 
which ag;roaches that state of canp].etial but new examples are still to be found - even a few 
make-a JIDst attractive a&li.tial to a oollectial. 

. ' 
D:lbin provides a useful classificatial system and sane dates1 the classificatial system I have 
adopted in fig.2 is similar, but in a slightly altered sequence, my systan is 'Series letter+ 
the large central number' - I have used a letter rather than a n.miber to identify each Series as 
later infonnatial may show a need to alter the sequence (and anyway this avoids oonfusioo. between 
the Series identificatial and the central nuni>er). Except for Type C4, fig.2 uses the D:lbin (ref.3) 
illustratioos. 

D:lbin states that there were crlX1e haJXlstanP3 ai::plied in black to sane 1866 issue 5 kop stamps in 
1870-71 found in a 11n.1Semn store. He does not describe these in detail, nor does he illustrate them. 
so I have ignored then in my classificatioo1 I knew of no other examples and regard them as possible 
experimental precursors to the system I will now describe. 

'1he following is a canp].ete SlmlBrY of the Series 3 strikes :kn(Mri to me. A canp].ete listing is 
given in the~. the additiooal examples which cannot b.e classified with •certainty are added 
at the end. Please note that the line and the directial are both quoted but this does not mean 
that the itan necessarily travelled fran the first or to the seoond teminus. '1he three lines in
volved are al:i>reviated as follows: 

SPB/TS: st.Petersburg via Tsarskoe Belo to Pavlovsk 
SPB/KS : st. Petersburg to Krasnoe Belo 
SPB/PO : st.Petersburg via Peterhof to ciranienbamn 
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Most strikes of the Poezd and Pochta marks are poor, and in thanking the various owners for per
missim to illustrate sane illlportant items in figs.3-11 I 'WOul.d emi;ilasise that the quality of 
most of the illustrated strikes is well above normal. 

Series 3A (Dobin figs.15,16,41): only Series with time quoted 

'!here are only ten examples to record (wtl.ess Mr Dobin or Dr Imhof have multiple examples of any 
of them) for eight different handstamps, although me might postulate that further handstampe 
were also in use; see Appendi~. 

'lhese marks therefore seem to start in 1876, and Dobin quotes Instructim No.15267 of the "st. 
Petersburg Pochtamt", dated 16 September 1876, for the opening of the •st.Petersburg Tsarskoe 
Selo Zhel.Dor. Suboffice' whidl was (I suspect) responsible for mail on all these three lines. 
However, there is the earlier Type 1A strike listed above and, as will appear later, Series 3B 
and 3C marks were used earlier in 1876. It is interesting to note, of oourse, that the above 
marks arise for BC7lH the SPB/KS and SPB/PO lines, and in BC7lH directions m eadl, and presumably 
exist also in both directions (although so far noted only in the ingoing directim) on the SPB/TS 
line as well. Also I suspect it is significant (aithough the sample size is necessarily limited 
due to rarity) that the later the train the higher the central mmi:>er. 

'Ibis Series A system was clearly very explicit, but Clmlbrous to operate as a new handstarrp 'WOul.d 
be needed every time a mail-carrying train departure time was altered, so it is not smprising 
that Series 3A marks seem to disappear in 1879. 

Qle might speculate wether the Series 3D marks below, known only as Types D4 and D5, originated 
fran Series 3A Type A4 and A5 marks whidl so far as can be ascertained at present were never put 
into service in that state. 

Series 3B (Dobin figs.32-37): 15/l&ml dia., generally small serifs 

Apparently the least rare of the Series, there are -(exclooing the Dobin diagrams) 66 examples to 
record. Nonnally these marks are in black, but blue, violet and (mre cxnfusingly) red are also 
known. I am imebted to Mr Kiryushkin for the infm:matim that, in general, the postmasters in 
Russia were responsible for obtaining ink and that black (the instructed oolour) was m:>re expensive 
than others, hence the irregularity of the use of other oolours. 'lhe marks listed in the~ 
are in black wtl.ess noted otherwise. 

A~ fran the spectacular 1876 Woollam cover with a strike of Type B3, and the b«> strikes applied, 
I believe, in error, all the Series 3B marks arise, as Dobin states, only for the SPB/TS line - in 
both directions. Although the next earliest mark is on the Baillie 1878 cover, it is "teniJting to 
assume that the SeJ;'ies 3B marks amnenced in 1876, presumably to parallel the usage of the Series 
3Amarks on the oi:her;b«> 1~ using these marks, all at that time for Trains 1 - 3 only. Types 
B4 and B5 were introduced by 1888 (by analogy with Series 3D marks it seems reasmable to suggest 
by 1887) with Type B6 only introduced later; as Series 3E marks were in concurrent use with Series . . . . . . . . . 

3B marks to 1900 and there is no suggestim that a Type EX5 mark ever existed, it seens likely 
that Type B6 was only introduced after 1899. 

'lhe b«> oovers with Types B1 and B5 to stryelna offer a pe%plexity: I suggest that the Series B 
marks were applied to them· in error, in the mistaken belief that stryelna was on the SPB/TS 
line - there is only a roonth separating these two oovers. 

'lhe b«> 1891 M:>yes oovers are fran the same correspondence, have Pavlovsk obliterators and are 
acxlressed to Pavlovsk, ard it is not easy to explain them - the most obvious explanatim is that 
they were posted en a train to Pavlovsk, Poezd-marked either on the train or at Pavlovsk, ard 
obliterated at Pavlovsk, but other explanations are also possible (eg posted en train to SPB, 
sorted and marked there, then returned to Pavlovsk, whidl is - I feel - 110re oanpatible with the 
evidence of the other oovers). 

Dobin quotes 1880-1904 for the Series 3B marks, which fran the listing must be extemed ~ 1878-
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1904 or even 1876-1904; this Series of marks was therefore in use for lll1Ch looger (possibly ex
plaining wy it is less rare) than any other Series - that it was in use en mail in both directions 
more than outweighs the other marks being used al mail for t\\'O lines. 

Series 3C (Dobin figs.10-12): 17nm dia., generally larger serifs 

'lhese marks are superficially similar to Series 3B marks, hut the large central number is thicker 
and (especially for '1' and '2') the gap between 'POEZD' and the bottan of the outer ring is more 
distinctly crescent-shaped; also the Series 3C marks are (apart fran ale violet mark recorded by 
Dobin) always struck in red wereas Series 3B marks are nomally struck in black. Ap:irt fran the 
Dobin diagrams there are 46 examples to reoord; see the AR;lendix for the listing. 

D:lbin gives 1880-1894 for Series 3Cmarks, which fran the listing nust be extended to 1876-1894 
(viz. starting at around the same time as Series 3A and 3B marks). Seemingly Series 3C marks arise 
cnly al mail in the CX11WARDS directial, for both the SPB/PO and SPB/TS lines (concurrent with the 
Series 3B marks for the latter) and (fran the Type C2 1893 Hell.man postcards) also for the SPB/KS 
line; after the 1876 usage (proved by the t\\'O Hell.man covers) when mail was certainly taken al the 
SPB/KS line, ale might query wether 1893 usage en that line is a valid interpretatial, as the 
items could have been taken out al ale of the other t\\'O lines then routed by road to Krasne Selo, 
or of course it is even possible that they received Poezd marks in error! 

As the cnly Type C4 marks I know are 1877, I suspect that its relative scarcity might be due to it 
being taken out of use quite early, rather than ocntinuing until superseded by Type D4 in 1887. 

If Series 3E directly replaced Series 3C without overlap, then this dlange occurred between 4.10 
and 15.11.1894. 

Series 3D (Dobin figs.18-19) : 19nm dia., large gap over central number 

KnCMn cnly with '4' and '5' as central numbers, these Series 3D marks look very much as though they 
originally had times around their tops (viz. notiooally Types A4 and AS) hut were eventually brooght 
into use with the times rennved (possibly actually piysically cut out, as my 27.7.1894 Type D4 
strike shows traces of wat could have been a time or other top inscriptien). A rarer type than 3B 
or 3C, there are (apart fran the Dobin diagrams) cnly 4 examples to reoord; see Appendix. 

D:lbin quotes 1887-1892 for these t\\'O very distinctive marks, which fran the listing must be ex
tended to 1887-18941 thus Series 3D seems to have been introduced (also,in red) to supplement 
Series 3C when marks for Trains 4 & 5 became necessary, and (now that the end date is extended to 
1894) to have been withdrawn at the · same time as the Series 3C marks. 

Series 3E (Dobin figs.20-24): 2Qnn dia., 1 1'b' not 1t, 1 in 'PO.E2D' 

Another of the rarer Series, and seemingly a direct successor to Series 3C and 3D; there are, 
apart fran the Dobin diagrams, 14 exanples to record, see AR;lendix. 

Like the predecssor Series 3C and 3D; Series 3E marks arise (again in red) en outgoing mail for 
the SPB/TS and ~B/PO lines. Dobin records for 1895-1~99, which fran the listing must ~ extended 
to 1894-1899. If the change fran Series 3C and 3D to 3E occurred en ale date, it must have 
occurred sane time between 4.10.1899 (Type C2) and 15.11.1899 (Type El). 

Series 3F (Dobin figs.25-28): 19nm Dia., saell. 'PCX:Rl'A' & large central nunber 

Another of the rarer Series, there are - apart fran the Dobin diagrams - cnly 8 examples to 
reoord, see AR;lendix. Like the Series 3C, 3D and 3E predecessor marks, Series 3F marks occur in 
red· en mail outgoing oo the SPB/TS and SPB/PO lines, and (like Series 3C)apparently also out
going en the SPB/KS line. Dobin reoords for 1900-1904, which the above examples do not extend. 
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'lbere are at least 4 possible explanatiais for the use of the word 'POCHl'A • : 
a) · Dr Kossoy suggested that the 'POCHl'A' marks were used M1en a postman rather than a railman 
was involved - if so, the same status would presumably ai:pl.y to all the Series 3C - 3G marks ? 
b) Was the wording for these outgoing markings perhaps changed to enq:ilasise that the mail was 
NOi' being handled by the Railway Post Department ? 
c) tes the wording changed to enq:ilasise that it was the number of the POS'l'-carrying train that 
was being quoted? 
d) Kiryushkin & Robinson state that 'POCHl'A' on these marks means 'despatch' (\fflich is, as are 
the other possibilities, oanpatible with my conclusion that Section 3 marks are static sorting 
marks). 

Series 3G (Dobin figs.29-30): 2Cmn dia., much larger 'POCHl'A' & smaller central n\Dber 

'lbe last and, on the basis of the size of the present sanple, the rarest (although ooe might ex
pect Series 3A to be overall the rarest) Series, apart fran the Dobin diagrams there are only 3 
examples to record, see Appendix. 

Yet again, a Series in red on mail outgoing for the SPB/TS and the SPB/PO lines, and one can 
suspect duplicate handstanps to Series 3F as the explanation (even to the extent of wondering 
\\bether only the first and last trains of the day took so much mail that duplicate hamstamps 
were needed). Dobin records for 1901-1902, \fflich fran the listing nust be extended to 1901-1903, 
and it seems reasooable to assume that they were in use fran 1900 or 1901 to 1904. 

Withdrawal of Poezd (and Pochta) marks 

It seems that the \\bole group of surviving Poezd and Pochta (ie. Series 3B, 3F and prooably 3G) 

marks was withdrawn in 1904 - the last date known to me is 16.5.1904 (~, Type B2). Dobin 
certainly implies that they were withdrawn fran SPB/PO mail in 1904 in favour of oval TPO marks, 
and it seems reasooable to assume concurrent withdrawal for SPB/TS mail, as that line was then 
being extended (via the 'new' staticn at Pavlovsk) all the way down to the Ukraine, thus marking 
the end of these strange marks with the large central numbers associated with sane of the st.Peters
burg suburban lines. 

Unclassified examples 

'lbere are 23 other Poezd or Pochta strikes \fflich,- unfortunately, I have not been able to allocate 
to specific Series - either because I have not seen the items (either as originals or as {hoto

oopies) or because the strikes are too PJOX' for positive allocaticn. However, to oanplete this 
register of examples known to me, it is wort:mfflile listing than (a pity that many examples previ

ously recorded in ~ fall into this category), together with guesses at the Series to \fflich 
IOOSt MIGHT belong. See the Ag>endix for the listing. 

Discussion 

Until recently, ~ has not offered a clear intel:pretation of the meaning of the large central 
m.unber in these Section 3 marks. However, it is clear fran the Dobin and IJrhof articles that they 
both regard this number qS th!:! ntm:>er of the mail-carrying train for the day. Along with Dr Kossoy 
(BJRP 63) I also sui;p:,rt this view - my reasons are primarily: 

a) We kncM now of the Series 3A marks in \fflich the time (hours and minutes) of the train is 
actually quoted with the large central number, and the larger numbers correlate with the 
later train times, and 

b) there is clearly no correlation between the large central number and either the railway 
line or the direction travelled. 

It is nevertheless possible that these large central nunbers are only oode or serial numbers (a 
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view held by sane senior BSRP meni>ers). However I do not personally hold that view, partly because 
I fioo it unlikely that such a nunt>er would have been given so lffl1Ch praninenoe, and partly because 
of the conclusions I draw below f:ran the doubly-marked items, so I will continue to adopt the 'mail
carryi.ng train nl.lllber' theory. 

In attenpting to understand the Poezd & Pochta (Sectial 3) marks it is clearly necessary to include 
in the examinatial both the 'IZ' = 'f:ran (Sectial 1) and the 'V' = •at' (Secticn 2) marks. As they 
carry various iooications of lines and directions, it is practical to incorporate all three Sections 
of marks into a single pattem of usage. 

Cne can reasonably asS\De that we do not yet have all the earliest and latest years of use for all 
the Sectial 3 marks, and I would suggest that we can accept the following extensions to the data 
listed above: 

a) SPB/TS line in and out: that the Type 3B start date is 1876 in both directions, f:ran the 
strange existence of an 1876 Series 3B mark en ale cover and to align with the start date for 
Type 3A al the other t'A'O lines, noting however that the start date in the CXJ'lOOING directial 
might be 1878 or even 1882 

b) SPB/TS line out: that the Type 3B end date is 1904 to align with the Type 3B end date for 
ingoing mail (ie. accepting the D:lbin end date of 1904 as being applicable in both directions) 

c) SPB/TS and SPB/PO lines out: that the Type 3D start date is 1887, as quoted by Dobin 
d) SPB/TS and SPB/PO lines out: that the Type 3E start date of 1894 al the SPB/TS line is also 

valid for the SPB/PO line; also that 1899 is the end date for both lines 
e) SPB/TS and SPB/PO lines out: that the Type 3F Dobin dates 1900-1904 are acceptable for both 

lines 
f) SPB/TS and SPB/PO lines out: that the Type 3G start date as quoted by D:lbin is acceptable 

for both lines; that the SPB/TS end date of 1903 is also valid for the SPB/PO line (and that 
it is reasonable to extend the end dates for Type 3G to 1904 to match Type 3F) 

g) SPB/PO and SPB/KS lines out and in: as the various 3A marks all occur within the 1876-1879 
period, it seems reasonable to assune that this must apply for these~ lines in both 
directions 

h) SPB/KS line out: to be cautious at present evidence about the ai:parent use of Types 3C and 
3F marks al this line (1893 and 1895 respective_ly) as maybe KS was not reached directly by 
rail at those dates. 

Unfortunately there is not yet enough infcmnatial al the Sections 1 & 2 marks to uooertake a similar 
exercise, bJt nevertheles.s the usage pattern that emerges is broadly as follows. Cne must accept 
that there are a few exanples of Sectial 3 marks which do not seem to oonfoxm exactly, but with what 
was obviously a fairly oaiplex systen subject to intemi.ttent changes during a total usage period 
of aver 25 years for the Sectial 3 Poezd & J:lochta marks (and over 45 years for the Sectial 1 & 3 
marks) it can well be expected that a few strikes were outside the regular usage pattern, so I would 
suggest that the pattem shown in Table 1 can be broadly accepted. 

'!he IOOSt obvious features to note f:ran this table are: 

a) Series 3A marks were introduced for the SPB/PO and SPB/KS lines in BC7lH directions, and for 
the SPB/TS line in at least the ingoing directial, in 1876, and withdrawn 1879 

b) Series 3B marks were introduced for the SPB/TS line for INCCMn«i mail also in 1876 (and 
continuing there mi.til the end of the Sectial 3 marks in 1904) and certainly by 1882 were 
being used (again mi.til 1904) also for Cl1l'OOING mail 

c) Series 3C marks were introduced (for trains 1-3, later augmented by series 3D for trains 4-5) 
for Cl1l'OOING mail al the SPB/PO line in 1876, and similarly al the SPB/TS line by 1882, 
superseded successively by Series 3E then Series 3F and. 3G 

d) ignoring sane time overlaps and periods wen usage is not yet known, the Sectial 1 and 2 
marks appear to duplicate the usage of sane of the Sectial 3 marks, bJt also to grace sane 
of the locations/directions where Sectial 3 marks do not appear to have been used at all 
(eg. INCCMn«i mail al the SPB/PO line). 

e) '!he Sectial 1 marks arise in BC7lH directions for the SPB/PO and the SPB/KS lines, and the 
Sectial 2 marks (apart f:ran the very early CXJ'lOOING usage al the SPB/KS line) ~Y for the 
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T A 8 L E 1 

LINE USAGE OF PIARKS 

PIAIL INTO ST.PETERS8URG PIAIL FROPI ST.PETERS8URG 

Section 2 Section 3 Section 2 Section 3 

Tsarskoe Selo 
To TS To Pavlovsk 

& Pavlovsk 
? date 2.5 1876-79 3A 1872-83+ 2.1 1871-92 2.3 1876-79 3A'?? 

1876-04 38 1881·-01 2.2 1892-02 2.4 1876-04 38* 
? date 2.6 1882-94 3C & 30 

1894-99 3C 
1900-04 3F & 3G 

Section 1 Section 3 Section 1 Section 3 

Peterhof 
1873-95 1.3 1876-79 3A 1888 1.2 1876 & Oranienbaun 38** 
1895-00 1.5 1909-11 1.10 1876-79 3A 
1901-15 1.7 1911 1.8 1876-87 3C 
1905-15 1.9 1887-94 3C & 3D 

1894-99 3E 
1900-04 3F & 3G 

Section 1 Section 3 Section 2 Section 1 Section 3 
Krasnoe Selo 
(later Gatchina) 1906-13 1.11 1876-79 3A 1871 2.7 ?19D□ 's 1.12 1876-79 3A 

1913-14 1.13 1876(-93) 3C 
(1902) (3F) 

Section 1 
Sestroryetsk 
& Kurort 1902-07 1.6 

1907-08 1.4 
1911-17 1.14 

. 
* Start date may be 1878 or 1882 rather than 1876 
** ignoring the 1893 & 1895 strikes which I believe were applied in error. 

Note: J.G. Ployes has a 1.6 mark on a 1904 card which defines the direction as INTO St. Petersburg; 
it therefore seems reasonable to assume that the similarly-worded 1.4 mark is for mail in that 
same direction. 

SPB/TS line (mainly for ClJl'GO~ mail) - it is tempting to believe that there are nore 
Sectioo 1 and 2 marks still to be found! 

We are now in a positioo to see whether we can establish WHERE these marks were appl.iec_:l. I do 
not believe that a positive answer can yet be provided; explanaticns offered in the literature 
are not oonsistent, and I tmderstand fran Mr Kiryushkin that Mr rbbin has so far been unsuccess
ful in an extensive search for contenp>rar:y docmlentatioo, so all that can be done is to express 
opinicns at this time. To start, there are sane useful pointers in the Kiryushkin & Robinsoo 
book: 

14 

a) carriage of mail oo the SPB/TS line started in 1838; the other relevant lines (SPB/PO and 
SPB/KS) were oanp.lete by 1864 (they do not indicate when mail was first carried oo them) 

b) these routes were all tmder the control of the st.Petersblrg main post office 
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c) oo 16 Septent>er 1876 the st.Petersburg main post office opened the "st.Petersbu:g Tsarskoe 
Selo Railway" Suboffice 

d) all mail oollected by that Suboffioe was marked "S.Peterburgsk.oe Fochtovoe otdelenie 
Tsarskoselskoy Zheleznoy Dorog" (not a mark recorded in Sections 1-3 above, ard I suggest 
''marked AT" is the correct inpl.i~tioo) plus (if destined for Tsarskoe Selo or Pavlovsk) 
a Section 3 mark. 

'!be 1876 opening date for the 'SPB.TS.Railway• Suboffice is sane IOOl'lths later than the earliest 
covers, so the opening of that Suboffioe was A step, but 001' the first step, in introducing pro
cedures for mail on these suburban lines. At the start of these developnents the systen was clearly 
developing ard adapting, so the 'pre-opening' use of the Series 3B ard 3C marks can be diSOOW'lted 
when oonsidering the systen once it was fully established. 

'!be relevant railway lines are short so that marking in transit is not impossible, although unlikely. 
However I feel that a lll1Ch ioore significant point is that the Section 3 marks all seem to be transit 
marks ard never despatch marks - if the Section 3 marks were TPO marks then, by analogy with other 
TPO marks, one would expect a reasooable percentage of despatch marks. I therefore do 001' believe 
that the Section 3 marks are TPO marks (my apologies to those who would have preferred this ioore 

glanr:xous explanation!). I also do 001' believe that they are explanatory marks (rarely used in the 
Imperial period), so I believe that they are~ marks. J.G. !byes has introduced the ingenious 
ooncept that it could have aeen :inp:,rtant to differentiate · between mail for main lines · ard mail for 
the suburban lines, especially as trains for both types of line used the same stations. 

Although I know of no itens with both a Section 3 AND a Section 1 mark, items with double Section 3 
marks do arise, ard a closer look at the 10 covers recorded in the ~x, each with '1'W) Section 
3 marks, is helpful; they are: 

14.7.1876 [Woollam) SPB/PO Type C3 (red) + Type B3 (black) - not typical of later practice? 
20.7.1893 [Hellman) SPB/TS Type Cl (red)+ Type B1 (black) (fig.5) 
1.6.1895 [Peel] SPB/TS Type E2 (red)+ Type B2 (black) 

23.6.1895 [Hellman) SPB/TS Type E2 (red)+ Type B2 (black) 
30.6.1896 [Kossoy] SPB/TS Type E2 (red)+ Type B2 (black) 
16.1.1898 [Cronin] SPB/TS Type El (red) ii Type B1 (black) 
18.2.1898 [Cronin] SPB/TS Type E2 (red) + Type B2 (black) 

29.2.1898 [Tovey) SPB/TS Type El (red} + Type B1 . (black) 
16.5.1901 . [Peel) SPB/TS Type F3 (red)+ Type B2 (black) 

2.7.1901 [Baillie) SPB/TS Type F1 (red)+ Type B1 (black) 

To ,oanplete the :reoord, there are :reoorded no less than 11 covers in the Faberge oollection which 
also have double Sectioo 3 markings; as I have not seen these oovers, however, the attrib.ltion of 
Types is only tentative: 

23.6.1882 [Faberge) SPB/TS Type C?, No.1 (red) + Type B?, No.1 (black) 
22.5.1894 [Faberge] SPB/TS Type C?, No.l (red) + Type B?, No.l (greenish grey) 
16.8.1895 [Faberge] SPB/TS Type ?, No.1 + Type ?, No.4 (both bluegreen) - possible 

mistake/oorrection marking 
25.7.1899 [Faberge) SPB/TS Type E?, No.3 (red) + Type B?, No.3 (black) 
4.12.1899 [Faberge] SPB/TS Type E?, No.3 (red) + Type B?, No.3 (black) 
16.6.1900 [Faberge) SPB/TS Type F?, No.3 (red) + Type B?, No. 3 (purple) 

12.8.1901 [Faberge] SPB/TS Type?, No.3 (red)+ Type .B?, No.3 (violet) 
27.8.1901 [Faberge] SPB/TS Type?, No.3 (red)+ Type B?, No.3 (violet) 
12.9.1901 [Faberge] SPB/TS Type F1 or G1 (red) + TyJl!:! B?, No.1 (violet) 

10/11.10.1901 [Faberge] SPB/TS Type F1 or G1 (red) + Type B?, No.1 (violet) 
15.8.1902 [Faberge) SPB/TS Type ?, No.2 + Type ? , No. 3 (both black) - possibly 

mistake/ oorrectioo marking 

DisCCU1ting the 1876 Woollam cover fran this stage of the discussion for the reasoo given above, 
and the 1895 ard 1902 Faberge covers as they seem fran the oolour identities to represent OOJ:rectioo 
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of an initially incorrect train nlmlber, we can look at 18 covers displaying a ocmoon double-marking 
arrangement: 

a) double"'111arking is always for cxnmxoo mail oo the SPB/TS line 
b) doubie-marking seems to arise, fran examples currently known, ooly fran 1893 
c) there is always a series 3C or 3E or 3F mark (but I see no reason why a Series 3G mark could 

not arise in this double"'111arking oontext, or a Series 3D were train ntmbers 4 or 5 to occur 
in double-marking) in red and a Series 3B mark in black 

d) the series 3B mark always has a train number the same as or ooe less than the Series 3F,/3F 
mark 

e) double"'111arking seems to arise ooly for the lc,;r,,er mnbered trains (I tend to regam this ooly 
as a sampling effect) 

'1he 100St positive oonclusioo to be drawn is, I suggest, that the Series 3B marks ·were t«:7r ai;p].ied 
in the same place as the Series 3C/3G marks. Taking into aooount that: 

a) the Series 3B marks arise ooly for SPB/TS line mail, but in both directioos 
b) the st.Petersburg systen did have a tendency to use oolours like red.for specific duties 

(my thanks to Mr K:i.ryushkin for pointing out the potential relevance of this to the Sectioo 3 
marks 

c) it is as likely that the earlier mark was sanetimes found to have been over-optimistic as 
under-optimistic in estimating the actual departure line of the train the nail will actually 
catch, 

I \\"OUld offer the following theory as my oontrirutioo to the game of guessing the answers for the 

Sectioo 3 marks. 

outgoing mail: 

A) Series 3Amarks were ai;p].ied either in the "SPB.TS.Railway" SUboffioe or~ in st. 
Petersburg to mail destined for the SPB/PO and SPB/KS lines as well as possibly for the 

SPB/TS line 
B) Series 3C-3G marks were ai;p].ied upstream of the Series 3B marks 
C) Series 3C-3G marks were ai;p].ied sanewhere in the st.Petersburg postal systen (neybe an 

Ekspeditsiya Office?) prior to arrival at the "SPB.TS.Railway" SUboffice, and the red is 
significantly a st.Petersburg oolour 

D) Series 3B marks were ai;p].ied in the "SPB.TS.Railway" SUboffice 
E) Sectioo 1 and 2 marks were used to mark mail posted oo to the trains, probably when taken 

off but possibly as TPO marks 

Ingoing mail: 

F) Series 3A marks were aQ?lied either at the "SPB.TS.Railway" SUboffioe or elsewhere in st. 
Petersburg to mail fran all 3 lines 

G) Series 3B marks were ai;p].ied at the "SPB.TS.Railway" SUboffice to mail fran the SPB/TS line 
but, after 1879, no Sectioo 3 marks to mail fran other lines 

H) Sectioo 1 and 2 marks were used to mark mail posted ooto the trains, . probably at st.Peters-
burg but possibly as TPO marks 

Che oorollary of the above ocmnents is worth enpiasising: nerking at the terminus means that 
incaning mail would arrive at st.Petersburg and then be marked so that if addressed to sane place 
passed en route it would then retum (eg. if posted in Pavlovsk it would go .to st.Petenburg for 
marking and re-sorting even if addressed ooly to Tsarskoe Sele! ) • 

J.G. M:>yes has identified an interesting oorrelatioo between railway statioos and the types of 
marks used. Type 3A is associated primarily with the SPB/PO and SPB/KS lines (both rurming, accord
ing to Baedeker, fran the Baltic statioo) whereas Type 3B is associated with the SPB/TS line 
(rurming fran the Tsarskoe Selo statioo), jU;St as (later) the Sestroryetsk line (rurming fran the 
Sestroryetsk, later the Finland, statioo) is associated with other Types. 'Ibis ccncept seems a 
good basis for further analysis. 
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Finally, recognising that a canprehensive understanding is still over the horizai, I \olOUld suggest 
that answers to the following questioos \olOUld be particularly helpful, and I look for:ward to 
further contributioos which \olOUld help to answer them: 

1. Why were Series 3B and 3C marks used in 1876, the year when Series 3A (seemingly a less efficient 
procedure) marks also started but actually continued until 1879? '!he remarkable Wx>llam 1876 Series 
3B + 3C cover and the two Hellman 1876 Series 3C covers were notified to me cnly shortly before 
this article was finalised, and destroyed an a~tly perfectly sensible theory that Series 3A 
was an 1876 experiment abandooed in favour of Series 3B in 1878 and Series 3C in 1879 - which proves 
how easily an inadequate theory can be denDlished, leaving ooly a roore difficult circumstance to 
explain! Is it realistic to regard these early covers as being in an experimental i;:ilase? 

2. Why was there a~tly no marking (or at roost very infrequent marking) of mail for the SPB/KS 
line fran 1879 (when Section 3 marks were withdrawn for mail oo this line) until new Sectioo 1 
marks were brought into use for that line after the tum of the century? Is this earlier usage 
possibly associated with the loog-abandooed link line fran the SPB/TS line to KS mentiooed in 
BJRP 68 ? 

3. Apart fran the very early 1871 usage of a •v~ (Sectioo 2) mark for the SPB/KS line, why were 
the 'V' marks used ooly oo the SPB/TS line whereas the 'IZ' (Sectioo 1) marks were used cnly oo 
the other lines? 

4. Why, after the ~ly Series 3A marks were withdrawn, was there Section 1 but no new Sectioo 3 
marking of ingoing mail on the busy SPB/PO line ? '!he pattern is of oourse very different en the 
SPB/TS line where Secticn 3 marks arise in both directioos. 

s. Why are train m.unbers generally lower on Sectioo 1 marks (4 is the highest; roost do not exceed 3) 
than en Sectioo 3 marks ? 

6. Does code 4 exist (as seems reasooable to expect) for any 'IZ' (Section 1) marks other than 
Refs. 1.8 and 1.15? 

· 7. Why was a train 6 mark cnly available in cne Series (identified by D:lbin as my Series 3B) ? 
'!here were other Series in concurrent use oo this line. 

8. was Type C4 withdrawn in 1887 (D:lbin introduction date for Type D4) or was it withdrawn nn.ich 
earlier? 

9. can the suggestion by Dr Kossoy that marks might relate to whether mail was controlled by post
men or railmen be developed ? Is there likewise a distinctioo bebNaen the marking of loose mail 
aaiq,ared to pre-bagged mail ? 

10. Is it right to seek as tidy and exclusive an answer as I have sought to do? '!here are various 
ways in which mail can get aboard a train. '!he 'sorting office' explanatioo deals with mail posted 
into a letter box or at a post office and then taken for sorting and possible marking. But mail 
could be posted in other ways to get ooto a train - for example I have been told that a box was 

taken along the platform when a mail-carrying train stopped (a custan roore likely in rural areas 
than on these sub.u:ban lines, Ifeel) and Dr Kossoy has advised me of an 'ingenious frame' used to 
enpty and sinn.iltaneously re-seal boxes. Whatever systems were involved, marking procedures might 
be at least partially related to method of oollecticn ? 

Ccnclusioo 

'!his is of oourse a rather tentative analysis at this time ard there are various ways in which 
it could be incorrect; even though the sample size for Secticn 3 (the PO£ZD & POCHTA) marks is 
nn.ich larger than hitherto, it is still really too small for an analysis so dependent oo actual 
covers, and new items could arise which could upset sane of the above theories. Nevertheless, 
I pit this article for:ward in the hope that future contributioos will inq:xrove our understanding 

of these attractive, intriguing and elusive marks. 
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Fig.4 Type 81 on cover from Tsarskoe Selo to St.Petersburg. Black: 18.10.1878 
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APPENDIX - LISTINGS OF KNOWN SERIES 3 STRIKES 

SERIES 3A 

Type Al KS/SPB 10.18am 

KS/SPB 
KS/SPB 
SPB/KS 10.30am 

Type A2 TS/SPB 11.25am 
KS/SPB 12.30pn 

OP/SPB 1.16pn 
SPB/KS 1.30pn 

Type A3 SPB/PO 4.30pn 

SPB/KS 7.45pn 

"1878-79": fran the way Dobin records this item I suspect he knew of 
1 strike ally 

9.6.1878 [Faberge] 
30.3.1879 [Faberge] 
7.8.1876 [Hellman] : struck in red! 

10.9.1879 [Hellman]: struck in black - see fig.3 
"1878-79": fran the way Dobin records this item I suspect he knew of 

1 strike ally 
9.8.1879 [Baillie]: same grey-black as Peterhof despatch 

1876 [Dobin fig.15, also en fig.17) 

1877 [Dobin & Imhof] : !X)Ssibly both illustrating fran the 
same single strike 

1876 [Dobin fig.16, also on fig.17) 

SERIES 3B 

Type B1 TS/SPB 18.10.1878 [Panter now Baillie:~ 29) - see fig.4 

Type B2 

SPB/TS 23. 6.1882 [Faberge] : presume Type B1 : also has presumed Type Cl (red) 
TS/SPB 7. 8.1883 [Faberge] : presume Type B1 
SPB/TS 15.8.1883 [Faberge]: presune Type B1 

? 1888 or 98 [Woollam] : blue-black 
SPB/TS 20. 7 .1893 [Hellman] : also has Type Cl (red) 
SPB/TS 22. 5.1894 [Faberge] : greenish grey, presume Type B1 : also has preslUlled Type Cl 
TS/SPB 6. 8.1895 [Kossoy: BJRP 63) (red) 
TS/SPB 31.12.1896 [BSRP Aucticn 6, 1990) 
TS/SPB 1897 [Imhof] : presume Series 3B as ally l!mn dia. 
TS/SPB 1. 2.1897 [Hellman] 
TS/SPB 10.10.1897 [Hellman] 
SPB/TS 16/17.1.1898 [Craun] : also has Type El (red) 

SPB/TS 29. 2.1898 [Tovey] : also has Type El (red) 

SPB/TS 16/17.1.1898 [Baillie] 
TS/SPB 1.6.1899 [Peel] 
SPB/PO 6/7. 7 .1899 [Walker J : to Stryelna - believe ag;>lied in error 
SPB/TS 31.8.1900 [Hellman] 
SPB/TS 2. 7.1901 [Baillie] : also has Type F1 (red) 

TS/SPB 30. 8.1901 [Faberge] : presume Type B1 
SPB/TS 12. 9.1901 [Faberge] : violet, presume Type B1 1 also has Type F1 or Gl (red) 
SPB/TS 10/11.10.1901 [Faberge] : violet, presume Type B1 : also has Type F1 or Gl (red) 

TS/SPB 7.12.1901 [Hellman] 
TS/SPB 2. 5.1902 [Faberge] : presune Type B1 
TS/SPB 28.7.1902 [Craun]: fran Pavlovsk to Tsarskoe Selo1 no st.Petersburg datestamp 
TS/SPB 2.12.1903 [Faberge]: presune Type B1 
TS/SPB 14.12.1903 [Pritt] 

SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

25. 7.1891 [Peel] : red - it is tenpting to regard this as a Type C2 mark (or a 
1. 6.1895 [Peel] : also has Type E2 (red) mistake for cne!) 

23. 6.1895 [Hellman] : also has Type E2 (red) 
30. 6.1896 [Kossoy] : also has Type E2 (red) 

18. 2.1898 [Craun] : also has Type E2 (red) 
11. 4.1898 [Craun] : ccnsider must be Type B2 although looks m::,re like Type C2 
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Fig.5 Type 83 
on postcard from 
Dorpat to 
0ranienbaum. 
Black: 14.7.1876 
Also with (on 
message side) 
Type C3: red. (Courtesy Mr Woollam) 

.. ·.•Vf 
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Fig.B Type 83 on cover from Pavlovsk (presumably via St.Petersburg) to Pavlovsk. 
Black: 3.9.1891 (Courtesy Mr Moyes) 
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SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
TS/SPB 

20.4.1898 [Crabtree:~ 58] 
15. 2.1899 [Faberge] : presume Type B2 
1.11.1899 [Woollam] : Tsarskoe Selo mark also in black 

16. 5.1901 [Peel] : also has Type F3 (red) 
17. 8.1902 [Faberge] : presume Type B2 
16.5.1904 [Wortman: BJRP 14] : latest exanple of any Series: not illustrated 

in BJRP 14 but descriptiai and colour suggest is Type B2 

Type B3 SPB/PO 14. 7 .1876 [Woollam] : also has Type 3C (red): usage of Type 3B ai this cover 
seems al::noJ:mal in canpariscn with all other exanples 

iisted - see fig.5 
TS/SPB 29.9.1880 [Barry: !!Bf 14]: fran ~ 14 sketch and colour suggest is Type B3 
TS/SPB 1889 [nrhof] : presume Type B3 not Type C3 as l&rrn dia. 

Pavlovsk ally 3.9.1891 [!i:>yes]: preStmle Type B3 not Type C3 as l&rrn dia: see fig.6 

TS/SPB 9.2.1896 [Peel] 

SPB/TS 20.4.1898 [Crabtree] 

SPB/TS 24.6.1898 [Craiin] 

24.6.1898 [Craiin] 
3. 5.1899 [Hellman] 

25. 7.1899 [Faberge] : presume Type B3 : also has presumed Type E3 (red) 
-4.12.1899 [Faberge] : presume Type B3 : also has presumed Type E3 (red) 
27.2.1900 [Hellman] 

SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

16. 6.1900 [Faberge] : purple, presume Type B3 : also has presaned Type F3 (red) 
12. 8.1901 [Faberge] : violet, presume Type B3 : also has a No.3 mark, unknown 

Type (red) 

SPB/TS 27. 8.1901 [Faberge] : violet, preStmle Type B3 : also has a No.3 mark, unknown 

TS/SPB 1902 [Imhof] Type (red) 

Type B4 

Pavlovsk ally 10.9.1891 [!t:>yes] 
TS/SPB 23.8.1892 [Baillie] 
TS/SPB 12.9.1894 [Dobin: Fig.38] colour unknown 

SPB/TS 29.1.1898 [Baillie] 
SPB/TS 27. 2.1900 [Cratin] : grey - other marks black 
SPB/TS 30.7.1902 [Baillie] 

3.8.1888 [Baillie] Type B5 SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/PO 

1888 [nrhof] : preStmle Type B5 as black, l&rrn dia. and earlier than Series 
4. 7.1890 [Knightai now Kossoy: BJRP 20 & 63] : all marks black 3E marks 
7. 8.1899 [Pritt] : to stryelna - believe applied in error 

Type B6 SPB/TS 14.10.1903 [Craiin]: red - others believed black - see fig.7 
Note: the No.6 mark is positively allocated to Series 3B by Dobin but, as the above 
example is red, it might be questiaied whether functiaially it beloogs to Series 3C-3G 

Type Cl SPB/KS 15/16. 7.1876 [Hellman] : red 
SPB/PO 31. 5.1877 [Faberge] : red : presume Type Cl 
SPB/TS 23. 6.1882 [Faberge] : red : preStmle Type Cl: also has presaned Type B1 (black) 
SPB/TS 17.6.1889 [Hellman]: red see above 
SPB/PO 7. 7.1889 [Iklbin : Fig.14] : red 
SPB/PO 2. 9.1889 [Hellman] : red 
SPB/TS 19. 6.1890 [Hellman] : red 
SPB/TS 26. 6.1892 [Faberge] : red : presmie Type Cl 
SPB/TS 30.10.1892 [Faberge] : red : presume Type Cl 

SPB/TS 25. 2.1893 [Faberge] : red : presume Type Cl 
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◄ Fig.a 
Type C3 on cover from Finland 
to Krasnoe Selo. Red: 13.6.1876 
(Courtesy Mr Hellman) 

Fig.7 
Type 86 on cover from 
St.Petersburg to Tsarskoe 
Selo. Red: 14.10.1903 

~ ( Courtesy Mr Cronin) 

-
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Fig.9 Type C3 on cover from Riga (via TPO 4 Otdyelenie: Verzhbolovo to St.Petersburg 
~ Octagonal Type: and Oranienbaum Ferry) to Kronshtadt. Red: 22.6.1888 

••• I . . . 
f 
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20. 7.1893 [Hellman] : red : also has B1 (black) - see above 
13. 3.1894 [Faberge] : red : presane Type Cl 
19.3.1894 Ccasey 1984 item]: red 
22. 3.1894 [Faberge] : red : presane Type Cl 
9. 4.1894 [walker] : red - other marks black 
5. 5.1894 [Hellman] : red 

SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

SPB/PO 
SPB/TS 
SPB/PO 
SPB/TS 

SPB/PO 
SPB/PO 

22. 5.1894 [Faberge] : red : presane Type Cl: also has presumed Type B1 (greenish 
28. 6.1894 [Baillie] : red grey) - see above 

1894 [De Jcngh] : red 
? ? [Dobin : Fig.BJ : ? oolour 

Type C2 SPB/PO 7. 7 .1888 [walker] : red - others black 
SPB/TS 1888 [Hill8Sml] : red 
SPB/TS 9.1891 [Dobin : Fig.40] : violet 
SPB/TS 31.8.1892 [Faberge]: red 
SPB/TS 21. 9.1892 [Faberge] : red 
SPB/KS 1. 8.1893 [Hellman] : red 

SPB/KS 25. 9.1893 [Hellman] : red 
SPB/PO 9. 3.1894 [Baillie] : red 
SPB/TS 17/18. 7J.894 [Dobin : Fig.39] : ? oolour 
SPB/TS .4.10.1894 [Baillie]: red: latest example for Series 3C (and 3D) 

Type C3 SPB/KS 13.7.1876 [Hellman]: red: earliest example of any Sectial 3 mark - see fig.a 
SPB/PO 14. 7.1876 [Woollam] : red : also has B3 (black) - see above & fig.5 again 
SPB/PO 18. 7 .1879 [Woollam] : red 
SPB/PO 2. 9.1879 [Hellman] : red 
SPB/PO 28/29. 7.1882 [Woollaml : red : being redirected, directial of use of the Poem 

mark is not definite but, as all other Type c marks 
are al outgoing mail, the SPB/PO directial is presumed 

SPB/PO 

SPB/PO 

SPB/PO 
SPB/PO 

SPB/PO 
SPB/PO 
SPB/TS 
SPB/PO 
SPB/PO 

3. 7.1887 [Hellman] : red 
23. ~.1887 [Faberge]: red: presume Type C3 
22. 6.1888 [Baillie] : red - see ficj.9, also has an octaga,al TPO mark 
23. 7 .1890 [Baillie] : red 
4. 8.1890 [Faberge] : red : presane Type C3 

12.8.1890 [Peel]: red 
16. a.1892 CFabergel : red : presane Type C3 
4.5.1894 [~]: red 

20. 6.1894 [Hellman] : red 

Type C4 Dobin in his Fig.13 gives a drawing of Type C4 Mlich looks strangely muike Types Cl - CJ. 
As Series 3D below prnv:ides marks for Trains 4 & 5, to supplement Series 3C for Trains 1 - 3, 
it is surprising that Type C4 exists - two strikes are known to me, and are presmably 
the same hamstamp1 that in the Hellman oollectial does not agree with the Dobin illustratial, 
so presunably the latter. was based al a single partial strike. 

SPB/PO 19. 5.1877 [Faberge] . : red : presume Type C4 
SPB/PO 22.5.1877 [Helhnan]: red - see fig.10 - used for Type C4 illustratial in fig.2 

Type D4 SPB/PO 17. 8.1891 [Crabtree] : red 
SPB/PO 27.7.1894 [Baillie]: red: year either 1884 or 1894 but believe latter correct 

as well as m::>re likely - see fig.ll 
(SPB/TS) 12. 8.1894 [Baillie] : red : initially TS/SPB posting but redirected in SPB/TS 

directial and I believe the Poem mark is associated 
with the redirected not the initial journey 
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Fig.10 Type C4 on postcard (initially from Narmis, Finland, Finnish TPO, St.Petersburg to Oorpat) 
redirected (viaSPBand Oranienbaum Ferry) toKronshtadt. Red: 22.5.1877. (Courtesy l'lrHellnian) 

Fig.11 Type 04 (with witness of former contents around top) on postcard from St.Petersburg 
to Peterhof. Red: 27.7.1894. 
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Type D5 SPB/TS 1888 [Imhof] : red : presmiably Type D5 as 19nm dia. and so presumably his 

his Fig.3 (whidl fran a printing error is called '10ml' 
wan it should be '19nm'). 

Type El SPB/TS 15.11.1894 [Peel]: red: earliest example for Series 3E 
SPB/TS 15. 4.1895 [Hellman] : red 

Type E2 

SPB/TS 16/17.1.1898 [Crcnin] : red : also has Type B1 (black) - see above 
SPB/TS 29. 2.1898 [Tovey] : red : also has Type B1 (black) - see above 

SPB/TS 
SPB/PO 
SPB/PO 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

1. 6.1895 [Peel] : red : also has Type B2 (black) - see above 
23. 6.1895 [Hellman] : red : also has Type B2 (black) - see above 
12.6.1896 [Imhof]: red 
30.6.1896 [Kossoy]: red: also has Type B2 (black) - see above 
18. 2.1898 [Crcnin] : red : also has Type B2 (black) - see above 

Type E3 SPB/TS 25. 7 .1899 [Faberge] : red : prestne Type E3 : also has presmned Type B3 (black) 

- see above 
SPB/PO 13. 9.1899 [Walker] : red (st.Petersburg violet) : to stryelna as his Type B1 

example above 
SPB/TS 4.12.1899 [Faberge] : red : presume Type E3 : also has presumed Type B3 (black 

- see above 

Type E4 (Dobin Fig.23 - a diagram, the source not being illustrated - but I know of no examples) 

Type ES 

Type F1 

Type F2 

Type F3 

SPB/TS 
SPB/PO 

SPB/TS 

SPB/KS 
SPB/TS 

SPB/PO 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/PO 

1. 6.1896 [Peel] : red 
7. 7.1897 [Dobin: Fig.31] : ~ly red 

2. 7.1901 [Baillie] : red : also has Type B1 (black) - see above 

2.7.1902 [Hellman] : red 
16.11.1902 [Faberge] : red : presume Type F2 

27. 5.1900 [Hellman] : red 
16. 6.1900 [Faberge] : red : prestne Type F3 : also has presmned Type B3 (purple) 
16.5.1901 [Peel]: red: also has Type B2 (black) - see above - see above 

2.10.1901 [Faberge] : red : presume Type F3 

Type F4 SPB/PO 30.8.1900 [Imhof]: red 

Type Gl (D:lbin Fig.29, but - as Type E4 - I know of no examples) 

Types G2 & G3 : Dobin does not list either of these marks, and there is no evidence they ever existed 

Type G4 SBP/PO 20. 7.1903 [Hellman] : red (to Peterhofr NOi' the same item as the following cne) 
SBP/PO 20. 7.1903 [Hellman] : red (to Oranienbaumr NOl' the same item as the preceding cne) 
SPB/TS 10. 8.1903 [Baillie] : red : other marks black 

Unclassified exanples 

No.1 TS/SPB 4. 7.1880 [Bw::hanan : ~ 18] - listed by -Imhof as 1888 not 1880 so perhaps 
this item has been seen by Imhof and he has the oorrect date. 

SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

? oolour 
8. 9.1880 [Lloyd : ~ 571 : red 
3. 7.1895 [Frauenlob : BJRP 58] : black 

16. 8.1895 [Faberge] : bluegreen : also has No.4 below - as both same 
oolour suspect c;ne was an error 
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SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

No.2 SPB/TS 

No.3 SPB/PO 

11. 7 .1896 [Kcssoy : ~ 63 J : ? oolour 
19. 9.1901 [Faberge) : red : also has prestned Type B1 (violet) 

B1 or Cl? 
F1 or Gl.? 

- see above 
10/11.10.1901 [Faberge] : red : also has presumed Type B1 (violet - see above 

17. 7.190x [Faberge]: violet 
15. 8.1902 [Faberge] : black :al~o has No.3 below - as both same oolour 

suspect one was an error 
13. 6.1880 [Horgan : ~ 58): red : total journey fran TPO 40 to Peterhof, 

last secticn presmably SPB/PO 

Bl? 
B1? 
B1? 

(Li.bau/SPB) 3.10.1881 [Shields: BJRP 16): red: JOOSt puzzling lml~s actually 

C3? 

C3?? 

B3? 

No.4 

No.? 

26 

SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

TS/SPB 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 
SPB/TS 

SPB/TS 

TS/SPB 
SPB/TS 

SPB/PO 

addressed to a suburban locaticn 
17. 7.1900 [Faberge] : violet 
12. 8.1901 [Faberge) : red : also has prestned Type B3 (violet) 
27. 8.1901 [Faberge] : red =· also has prestned Type B3 (violet) 

. ?? 

15. 8.1902 [Faberge] : black: also has No.2 above - as both same oolour 
?? 
B1? 

suspect one was an error 
10. 9.1891 [Gold : ~ 16) : blue ::941 
19.5.1892 [Faberge] : red · C4 or D4? 
26. 6.1892 [Faberge] : red C4 or D4? 
5. 7 .1892 [Faberge J : red C4 or D4? 

16. 8.1895 [Faberge] : bluegreen : also has No.1 above - as both same B1? 
oolour suspect one was an error 

1899 [ Illilof J : black B4? 
2. 8.1900 [Faberge] : p)rple B4? 

5. 7.1890 [Baillie] : red : central number appears to be 131 Or (lmlikely C3? 
as seems to be Series 3C) 151 
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The Kolyushki-Lodz Railway 
J.G. MOYES 

'!he Kolyushki-Iodz or Fabrichnaya Railway was a run of just fifteen miles built as a branch 
line fEan the warsaw-Granitsa main line. Prigara offers a choice of opening dates: 20 May 1866 
or 4 August 1866. th:ler the systanatic nuooering of routes in the 1860s it was given Postal 
wa9a1 31/32, while the warsaw-Granitsa line was allocated PW 25/26. 

'!here was originally ooly ooe intermediate stop, Andrzheev, listed in the 1875 Post Road Direc
tory as Andreeva. When IDdz expanded its pop.llatien in the late nineteenth century as a result 
of its flourishing textile trade, the.nunber of stops en the :route increased until by 1912 at 
the latest the full run was as follows: IDdz Fabrichnaya-Vidzev-Andrzheev-Galkuvek-Zhakovitse 
Platfarm--Kolyushki. 'lb%otlgh trains oould do the journey in 40 minutes but the stoR>ing trains 
took as lcng as ooe hour twelve minutes. 

Ian Baillie has analysed his oopy of the 1912-13 Winter Timetable to provide ocmparative fig
ures for the line and the warsaw-Granitsa :route. '!here were nine trains a day ~tween Kolyushki 
and IDdz in each directien. Two of these, perhaps three, were direct trains fEan warsaw to IDdz 
and vice-versa. 'lhus six, perhaps seven, trains a day in each directien were en a shuttle service 
running between Kolyushki and Iodz. '!he timings do not allow this to be ooe train ~ back 
and forth all day so there !11.lSt have been at least two of them. 

Ch the warsaw-Granitsa line there were twelve trains going west and eleven east each day. '!he 
foxmer include the warsaw-Iodz trains menticned before. 

For goods and passengers the Kolyushki-Iodz branch line appears to have been as busy as the main 
warsaw line. As a mail route it would also have been as busy because until the oanpletien of the 
warsaw-Iodz-Kalish Railway, c. 1903, the Kolyushki-Iodz line was the ooly way of transporting 
mail by rail out of Iodz. 

It is worth noting here that the IDdz Kalish statien, 'built around 1903, was not ocrmected to the 
Pabrichnaya statien by a rail link, so an interchange of mail between the two staticns was not a 
simple matter. No doubt if they had been ooostructed at the same time there would have been a 
oonnecting line. 

Kolyushki had another line running fEan its statien, going south to Skarzhisko and Ostrovets. 
'!his was allocated PW 109/110. 'Die timetable shows that there were no through trains to IDdz en 
this route. 

statien Omoels fran the Temini 

Althmgh there are many types of cancel fran the Postal wa9a1 it is a met surprising thing to 
learn that cancels fran IDdz Fabrichnaya statien (or at least canoels designated as being fEan 
the statien) are unknown. With a :route of this import:anoe ooe would expect that if a cancel 
existed then it would have been reooroed by nt:M. can it be that a statien Post Office using 
designated cancels fEan that PO never operated there? 

David Skiptcn and Howard Weinert have checked the various Official Post Office Q.J.ides and Lists 
available to them and have provided the following informatien. · 'lhe Lists fEan 1881 to 1893 show 
that the statien had facilities for the handling of o%dinary JJBil and newspapers, but whether 
this was just for passing the mail en is unknown. '!he 1901 and 1906 Lists make no mentien of 
operaticns at the statien, but the 1907 List shows that the IDdz Fabrichnaya statien was handling 
both o%dinary and registered mail. 'Die wording fEan the List is as follows: "Iooz Fabrichnaya 
Postal wa9a1 Kolyushki-tmz •••• (subm:dinate to) IDdz Fabrichnaya Railway •••• Reoeptien of 
Ordinary ·and Registered Mail. II 

taule referring to the above listing as awl.ying to the station perhaps I am implying sanething 
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which is not true. As my arganent progresses it will be seen that the canoels of the statial 
and the Postal wagon oould well be the sane, and that they oould have been applied either al 
boaJ:'d or at a sedentary ·ro at the 1:ellllinus. At different periods of .time the p:,sitial oould 
have been different. · 

'!his article was pranpted by the acquisitial of the cover illustrated in fig.1. It has two 10k. -
oo the reverse cancelled by a single circle Postal Wagon Io:lz-Kolyushki 29.IV.1903 with another 
strike al the front, plus a framed zakaznoe.registration cachet (official or private?), a dotted 

. . 
'R' in ~cle for mail sent registered abroad and a registratial label reading Io:1z Railway 
Postal Section. It is addressed to France. 

'lhe label does not match the cancels and the Official Lists and Glides tell us that there was no 
I?() at the statial at this time handling registered mail.~- How can we explain the ananaly ? 'lhe 
answer seens to be that the cover ~ Postal wagon regis~tion. '!his ~ to be examined, and 
will be later, but to those to whan the idea of PW registratial is r,ew, the following may be of . 
interest. · 

Circular No.29 of 29 May 1914 gives rules for the establishment of special handstamps for regist
ered mail accepted by Postal wagons, and gives an illustration of the style to be adopted. Prior 
to the introductioo of special cachets mail accepted by PW's for registratial was usually held 
until the next station I?() was rea~ed which was able to offer registratial facilities. '!his 
subject is covered ;in a note following this article, together with sane examples of the different 
methods used. 

'lhe cover in fig.1 is cancelled by serial 1 which I can ally record used as a despatch mark, and 
never found used for .the wrcng directial. 'lhis cover does not seem to be an example of an item 
left aboard the PW at an intemediate stop, carried to Io:lz, registered ~ and then sent back 
down the line iJl the right directioo. It ag;,ears to have originated at · Io:1z Fahrichnaya statial. 

Cancels fran the other 1:ellllinus Kolyushki are known in three types, and all three are difficult 
to find. I give the date span for the few examples known to me. 

!XJ2!...! - Single circle, name at top, 7th~Rly.otd. at base. See fig.2. 30.4.1886 to 8.8.1900 

~ - Single circle, name and gubernia at top, Rly.ro at base. See fig.3. 14.5.1907 to 26.3.1908 

~ -Ibuble oval with~ at top, Vokzal at base. See fig.4. 27.6.1914 fran the_ ally example 
I can reoord. 

Kolyushki station was attached to the 7th Department of the Railway· Mail Administration, based at 
warl!aw. In 1891 there was a re-organisatial of the Departments and warsaw became the 3rd Department. 
Kolyushki was still attached to it. '!his means that there may have been a cancel sunilar to type 1 
with 3rd.Rly .otd. at base, but the date span of the known type seems to preclooe it. 

Kolyushki station ro was the ally I?() at Kolyushki, which seems to have been an insignificant place 
but an important railway 1:ellllinus for three lines. 'lhe handling of mail there obviously was xoore 
important than the transport of passengers. . . · 

sane explanation of_the ter:ms and al:i>.reviations which I shall be using in the next part of this 
article is. necessary. '!hanks to IA.lchnik we know that the Railway Mail Jl.drninistraticn (hereafter 
referred to as the RMA) was set u:p in 1869 to deal with the transport of mail al the railway 
system. It ·established Railway Postal Sectioos (hereafter referred to as the RPS) at many statioos 
to handle the mail, and these had cancels which they used in .the same way as the Post Offices and 
Postal Sectioos operated by the 'territorial Mail Districts ('IMO) of the Department of Posts and 
Telegrai,:hs. 'lhe two bodies were separately managed, distinct fran each other. 'lhe '1MDs had many 
POs at railway statioos but cancels f,:an these. are not cancels of the railway system, but simply 
£ran POs p:,sitiooed at or near railway statioos. 

'lhe early numbering of the PWs was undertaken before the advent of the RMA but .was taken over by 

it on its fonnatial, and the J?Ws were then Sl.]bordinate to it. With the unnumbered J?Ws it was 
different. Luchnik tells us that roost of the unnumbered J?Ws were subordinate to the '!MD. We do 
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not at present knc:M \lihich were not, but we do knc:M that the numbered PWs can be seen as RPS cancels 
and that the unnumbered PWs attached to the RMA are similarly RPS cancels. 

uichnik is of great help in listing the RPS at railway statioos, and at different dates. We knc:M 
f:ran his lists that Kolyushki Statioo. was a RPS f:ran the earliest times, and that u::idz Fabrichnaya 
Statioo. (and later u::idz Kalish Statioo.) was never a RPS. When POs offering full facilities were 
opened at the u::idz statioos after 1907 they were Postal Sectioo.s of the '!MD, as o::infumed by the 
Postal Lists. Fig.1 shows a label of u::idz Railway Postal Sectioo., that is, a label of the RMA and 
not fran the 'IMD. '1he implicatioo. is thus that in 1903 at least, the Kolyushki-u::idz PW was attached 
to the RMA and was oo.e of the minority of unnumbered routes subordinate to it. 

Omoellatioo.s of the Fl:>Stal wagon 

'1he earliest of these is in disp.tte. A small double circle in Polish exists with the letters w.o.z. 
at top and u::idz at the base, no date. 'lhis has been assigned to the •warsaw Railway' or to the 
'Vienna Railway' by different authors and is discussed by Kossoy in his article, to \lihich readers 
are referred. Without any o::infinnatioo. of how and lfflere this cancel was used I an.it it f:ran the 
list below but mentioo it for the sake of oanpleteness. 

~ - Single circle, u::idz at top, Zh. D. at base, ornaments at sides and date in two lines, 
day above 11D1th, no year. Peter Walker has an example of this rare mark, and his cover 

is illustrated as fig.5. It is f:ran u::idz to '!born 23.10.69. 'Ibis type was in use for perhaps anly 
three years before -the introduotioo. of the standard circular types. 

~ - Single circle in standard fonnat with double PW nmbers to cover return journeys. As 
usual with this type of cancel there is a changeable plug at the side of the first line 

of the date for the number of the statioo.. Irrespective of the directioo. of the mail the number 
of the statioo stays the same, with u::idz always No.3 and Kolyushki always No.1. See fig.6. 

Fran seventeen entires that I can record with this mark all of them have ~ial 1 at the base. 
'1he serif at the top of the 1 always slopes to the right instead of to the left. I can record 
19.1.73 as the earliest date although Kossoy mentioo.s cne in BJRP 63 dated 30.1.72. '1he latest 
date is 19.2.79. · 

~ - Single circle in standard fonnat with PW number given singly. Both PW 31 and PW 32 
. can be recorded with serials 1 and 2. PW 31 is Kolyushki-u::idz and PW 32 u::idz-Kolyushki. 

See figs.7-8. Earliest dates are 3.4.79 for PW 31 and 22.3.'?9 for PW 32. 'lbese dates allow the 
changeover fran type 2 to_ 3 to be fixed with precisioo as February-March 1879. 

Altlplgh I cannot record any it is possible that the similar style of cancel with a changeable 
plug for the statioo. number found oo. sane routes could exist for this route too. 

'Ibis third type was in use for about a dozen years until a major change took place with a re
organisatioo. of the Railway Mail Departments in 1891. '1he Kolyushki-u::idz line lost its minbers 
and became an unnumbered n>Ute. '1he PW 31/32 numbers were re-allocated to the Kramatorskaya
LUgansk n>Ute \lihich up to that date had itself been an unnumbered line. Without any early un
numbered Kolyushki-u::idz PW cancels to go by I can anly use the other line's cancels to determine 
the date of change. Kossoy reoords the re-allocated PW 32 fran 22. 2. 92, while I have an un
numbered PW LUgansk-Kramatorskaya f:ran 18.9.91. '1he changeover fran type 3 to type 4 is thus 
likely to have taken place sane time between Septalt,er 1891 and February 1892. 

~ - Single circle with Fl:>Stal wagon at top and termini at base. Both directicns can be 
recorded and both with serials 1 and 2. I cannot record an ·earlier date than 12.9.95 

and that anly oo a loose stamp. '1he first cover i's; fran Kcesoy's article, 25.6.99, there described 
as 25.6.89 but this llllSt be in error as the cross-shaped date found oo this type was not intro
duced until 1890, following the instructioo. of. that year. '1he latest date I can record is 
2.12.oa. See figs.9-10. 

~ - Double circle with the names of the termini, no hypien between them or indicatioo. of 
it being a cancel of the PW. Both directioos can be reoorded but anly serial 'a' for 

each. '1he Iooz-Kolyushki directioo can be recorded in two sizes: 2€am diameter, · only recorded 
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for a narrow date-span, March-Septelbu- 19131 and 29.5nm diameter, reooxded fran 5.11.09 through 
to 1915. '1he blo sizes were in use ooocurrently during the short time-span for the mall size. 
See figs.11-12. 

'1he much scarcer Kolyushki-Iooz directien I can cnly record for a very narrow time-span: 20.8.13 
to 17.9.13. Cnl.y four examples of this directien are known to me but they are not fran the same 
oorrespondence. It is not a case of all four ' items having cane fran the same source, thus giving 
a misleadingi.npressien of the period of use. See fig.13. 

Analysis of the use of the different types 

With cnly ate example of .type 1 available little can be said. As far as we can say no PO existed 
at the statiai in the 1860s, so the cancel is taken to be fi:an the PW. 

With type 2 many examples are known and nr:,re can be said. In fact, with so many items in oollectors' 
hands, we can safely oooclude that this was a very busy line. Mlat is Wlusual though is that all 
the items I can record are of the very same cancel, i.e. serial 1. 'Ibis is irrespective of the 
directien of the mail, into or out of Iooz. It was normal procedure in the 1870s and 1880s for PW 
transits to be added to any mail handled, and fran my records any mail oarn.ng into Iooz via the 
PW fran the tenninus at Kolyushki, where DDSt of it had been dropped off the main line PW 25/26, 
received a PW 31/32 transit with plug 1 (i.e. Kolyushki). Mail headed out of Iooz received plug 3 
(for Iooz). I have no record of the wrcng plug being used en type 2. 

It is noma1 business practice for a date stanp to be issued to ate perscn so that in the future 
it can be seen who ag)lied it to anything. With the PWs I suspect that this reasaung ag)lied 
except that it seems nr:,re reascnable to assume that a date stanp was allocated to a PW rather 
than to an individual. Ql many routes, especially en the lcnger routes, many different PWs would 
have been in operatien •en different trains. With just the cne datestanp in use en the Kolyushki
Iooz PW at the time type 2 was in service, it seems f~ to ccnclude that cnly ate PW was in use 
en the line. 

'1he oorrect use of the changeable statien nunber plugs shows that this cancel did see service en 
the PW itself rather than it.being used at the termini. 'Ibis state of affairs seems to change at a 
later date. 

Can any rneailer produce a type 2 cancel with serial 2? I would strcngly suspect that, as with 
the 'JM) cancels, the RMA cancels were produced in blo different serials, even if rarely used. 

In type 3 I can reoo:rd twelve examples of PW 31 Kolyushki-Iooz, all of them transits, and nine 
exatt1P1es of PW 32 Iooz-Kolyushki, all of them despatch marks. All of the PW 31 entires have been 
handed over at Kolyushki Statien fran other sources, ncne of them originating fran Kolyushki 
Statien RPS. I suggest that PW 31 used as a despatch mark would be rare. 

All of the PW 32 entires have originated at Iooz Fabrichnaya Staticn, with surprisingly ncne of 
them having been handed over by the Iooz 'JM). 'Ibis would indicate that any mail for carriage en 
the PW lmich originated at Iooz 'JM) arrived pre-bagged at the statien. 

As with type 2 I cannot reoo:rd type 3 used for the wraig directien. As with type 2,this implies 
that type 3 was in use en the PW itself rather than being used at either tennini. '1he use of 
serials 1 and 2 en each cancel directien oould indicate an increased volume of work, b.lt more 
likely that blo PWs were in operatien at the time. 

'!be use of type 4 is. in sane ways oootrary to the positicn with the earlier types. I can record 
thirteen items with type 4 in the Iooz-Kolyushki directien, but serial 1 cnly as a despatch. 
Fran just three items in this directien with serial 2, admittedly a mall sample, I can cnly 
record it as an apparent transit but this is nr:,re likely to be en arrival. Two of these three 
itE!IIS are entires lfflich have originated at Kolyushki Statien, cancelled with fig.3 and addressed 
to Iooz, dated 14.5.07 and 26.3.08. If the postmark had been applied en board then surely it 
would have been for the right directiai. '1he third item is a piece of a oover _fran Gennany, 
November 1901, lfflich had presmably travelled en PW 25/26 up to Kolyushki where it was trans
ferred to the Kolyushki-Iooz line. 
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It would be a strange coincidence if the three items with serial 2, the cnly items I can record 
with this serial and the cnly items I can record in type 4 'fflich have received a mark in the 
wrcng directioo, are all unintentiooal mistakes and that they should all have received the cancel 
fran the other directioo. '!here is a strcng case for proposing the hypothesis that type 4 I.odz
Kolyushki serial 2 was restricted to mail arriving at I.odz in loose oonditioo as opposed to pre
bagged, and being cancelled before being handed aver to the '!MD PO at I.odz. In other words, serial 
2 was probably kept at I.odz. 

Type 4 in the Kolyushki-I.odz directioo is scarce and I can cnly record six items, three of each 
serial, these being four entires, a piece and a loose stamp. '1he first five of these show the 
mark as a ,transit, 'fflile the loose stamp probably canes fran an item dropped in the box en route 
and is, I suspect,· a rarity as such. 

Fran the 1890s and certainly the 1900s it is not usual to see PW transits oo mail. Perhaps this 
was because regulations changed or maybe it was because of the increase in pre-bagged mail handled 
by the PWs. M:>st of the mail heading for I.odz fran Kolyushki would have been fran the Warsaw main 
line, pre-bagged, ready sorted for I.odz. Cnly mail emanating fran Kolyushki itself, or arriving 
there fran 'lMD sources, or mail arriving oo a PW 'fflich had not been pre-bagged would have been 
eligible for the cancel in the Kolyushki-I.odz directioo. Mail emanating fran Kolyushki seems to 
have been cancelled oo arrival at I.odz with serial 2 I.odz-Kolyushki. Mail fran the other two 

sources then is what we should look at to establish the use of the PW cancel in the Kolyushki
I.odz directioo. 

'!he four entires available are fran Lenchno, Byelostok, Oitsov and the fourth illegible. '!he 
first two should have gone to Warsaw, then travelled oo PW 25 to Kolyushki, then oo to I.odz on 
the PW. Both of these would have gooe oo another PW in order to reach Warsaw originally. '!he 
Oitsov item would have probably reached Kolyushki via PW 110. 

When DDre material is available the following lines of research need to be checked: 

1. Was mail fran the through trains fran Warsaw-I.odz treated any differently ? Did these have a 
PW 'fflich travelled the full journey, taking oo mail at Kolyushki station 'fflich would otherwise 
have travelled oo the Kolyushki-I.odz PW ? 

2. Was mail oani.ng fran the west treated any differently fran mail fran the east ooce it arrived 
at Kolyushki statioo for transfer? 

3. Did JOOSt mail arriving at Kolyushki statiai fran PW 109/110 cane pre-bagged for I.odz ? was it 
handled any differently if it was transferred to the Kolyushki-I.odz PW rather than to aie of 
the warsaw-I.odz through trains "? 

It is possible that mail fran the different sources quoted above was all treated differently. '1he 
four entires available are fran 1901, 1903 (two) and 1904. '!hey are all addressed to I.odz and 
nooe of them has a I.odz 'lMD PO cancel for arrival. Instead of assuming that these PW marks have 
been used as transits perhaps we should see them as arrivals. 

Of the four cancels in type 4, two serials for each directiai, we have possible use of all four 
at the terminus at I.odz. '!his does not make IIUlch sense. I can cnly record one example of PW 
Kolyushki-I.odz used as a despatch, and this is just a loose stamp, serial ' l, 12.9.95. More 
infozmatiai is required and members are asked to check their collections of this route and pass 
the infozmatiai oo. 

Fran a large sanple of material I can cnly record type 5 I.odz-Kolyushki directiai as a despatch 
mark. I know of cnly four items in the reverse directioo and all of these are transits or far 
nr:::>re likely arrivals. Nooe of them have I.odz 'lMD PO marks fran the town itself. '!his matches the 
findings with type 4, indicating possible use of each of the known cancels, irrespective of 
directiai, at the terminus at I.odz. 

We cannot be certain that any POs existed at either of the I.odz stations 'fflich had facilities for 
the cancelling of mail until 1907. '1he type 5 PW cancel was in use during the period when we know 
fran the Postal Lists that '!MD POs were in operatioo at the Iodz stations. We do not have a cancel 
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specifically designated Lodz Fabrichnaya staticn, but we do have cne fran the Lodz Kalish staticn. 
It is~ examining this for clues. 

Luchnik tells us that the Postal Department's Circular No.9 of 3.3.03 laid down that all stations 
subordinate to the 'lMD rather than to RMA \fflich handled inoaning and outgoing mail had to equip 
themselves with a circular handstanrp with the distinctive letters 'ST' at the frcnt of the name 
of the staticn and the name of the railway at the back. '!he known cancel of the Lodz Kalish 
staticn fits this reading 'ST. Lodz Kalish Zh.D.' '!he two exanq:>les I can record do not reproduce 
well and the illustraticn in fig.14 is drawn round a i:notooopy and thus is not accurate,but gives 
a sufficient representaticn of it. '!he dates are 1.4.12 and 17.5.14. 

If a cancel exists for the Fabrichnaya staticn it should be in a similar fcmnat to fig.14, as the 
Postal Lists give both of the staticns as stansia Offices, i.e. 'lMD POs. S\Jt:p:>sing that we aa3ed 
'ST' to the frcnt and 'Zh.D. • to the back of the type 5 cancel, then we would have a mark which 
would pass for a Fabrichnaya station cancel, albeit inscribed 'ST. Lodz Kolyushki Zh.D.' It would 
explain the lack of a hypien between the Lodz and Kolyushki en type 5, a hypien that we would 
expect to see if this cancel was intended to be a PW cancel. As we can ass\.U'lle that the two Lodz 
stations had their respective 'lMD POs opened at around the same time, that ·is fran what we can 
establish fran the Official Lists, then we can expect sane similarity in the two cancels. Each 
of them had the same status as stantsia POs of the 'lMD. 

a.it the two cancels are not identical in appearance. I therefore suspect that they were used in 
different ways. If the cancel for the Fabrichnaya staticn was intended for use at the staticn 
arrl/or the PW, then the 'ST' and the 'Zh.o.• could have been intenticnally dropped. 

However much we search for clues for the presentation of a reasoned argiinent we are never going 
to escape the basic fac:t that we still do not have a cancel inscribed Lodz Fabrichnaya staticn. 
Having sought the views of many leading oollectors in th-:i TPO field and found that their experience 
is the same, that they have never <3<:!el'l such a cancel fran the Fabrichnaya station, then I feel 
that we must accept that the station PO did not use cancels so inscribed. For any period of time 
\\hen the station PO silr(pl.y hazr...ed mail on rather than accepted it for cancelling then it did not 
need cancels. a.it for that period of time \\ben we know fran the Official Lists that the staticn 
~ accept both ordinary and registered mail for cancelling, we know that cancels must exist for 
use there. 

We know that the 'lMD POs offering full facilities were opened at both of the Lodz stations c.1907. 
We know that the type 5 cancel succeeded type 4 between Decent>er 1908 and November 1909. Perhaps 
the introducticn of type 5 and the status of the station POs are connectecl, and perhaps they are 
connected to a change of status of the PW. 

Fran 1903 following Official Circulars any new cancels for RPS had to have an oval fcmnat. When 
type 4 was replaced by type 5, if the PW was subordinate to the RMA then it would have had to 
have been oval. It is circular. Fran the introduction of type 5 at the latest the Kolyushki-Lodz 
PW was subordinate to the 'lMD. Up to the time \\ban the PW lost its nmi)ers it was a RPS of oourse, 
but did it cane under the oontrol of the 'lMD in 1891-2 or did it remain part of the RMA? 

'!he oover in fig.1 shows the PW subordinate to the RMA fran the label. Luchnik te11s ·us that Lodz 
Fabrichnaya staticn was not a RPS. If the re-organisation of the RMA in 1891 had dJanged the sub
ordination of the PW fran the RMA to the 'IMO, then there would have been a change at sane other 
date to allow for the p,sition as we see it fran the fig.1 oover. But the same cancels were being 
used in the 1890s through to the latest type 4 date of the end of 1908. It would seem that because 
the cancels were not changed to a new fo:r:mat then whatever the subordinaticn of the PW in 1891 
it did not change through to 1908. '!his appears to have been subordinaticn to the RMA. Fran 1909 
this seems to have changed to the 'lMD. 

If the above is correct and also that the type 5 Lodz Kolyushki cancel was a cancel used at the 
Fabrichnaya station how can the type 5 Kolyushki Lodz mark be explained ? How also can we explain 
the small type 5 Lodz Kolyushki? 

I think the answer must lay with the narrow date-span for the two small diameter cancels, asslDing 
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that those I have ai record are a typical sanpl.e. '!he failure to ~ a large type 5 Kolyuski 
Iodz mark to go with the m:>re oamally seen large Iodz Kolyushki indicates that these were not 
intelxled as a pair of cancels for reverse journeys. '!he use · of the . small d:ian'eter marks for both 
directiCX1S can aily be recorded for _March-September 1913-. '!he two sizes of the Iodz Kolyushki 
mark were in use simultaneoosly during this period, and they are both serial 'a'. I suggest that 
the two small size cancels were prepared at the same time and that they were used in a different 
faslµ.ai fran the large size Iodz Kolyushki. Could it be that the large Iodz Kolyushki was in 
use as a station cancel and that the _small size pair was introduced for cancelling mail ai board ? 

Or should this be that they were re-introduced for cancelling mail an board ? Could the reason 
for no large size Kolyushki Iodz be that if the reverse directiai mark, Iodz Kolyushki, was in
terded as a statiai cancel then aie was not needed at Kolyushki statiai as a RPS cancel was 
already in use there. 

a:nclusiCX1S 

'!he available material suggests that Postal wagoo. cancel types 1 and 2 were used solely ai board 
the PW, bit that types 4 and 5 were not necessarily used aily ai board~ Sane of the serials of 
types 4 and 5 may never have been used ai board. 

Type 5 and in sane cases type 4 may have been kept at the Iodz staticn teminus and should be 
seen as statiai cancels rather than fran the PW. 

An office of sane~ did apparently operate at Iodz statial for the handling of mail prior to 
1907 bit it did not use cancels designated for use there. '!he oover in fig.1 shows that there was 
an office to which c:ustaners oould go with their mail at Iodz statiai, whether it was just to 
the PW waiting in the sidings or to a sedentary PO. If registratial labels were to hand at that 
base then so too would have been cancels; it does not seen feasible that there would have been 
two bases at the staticn, ale cancelling the mail and the other a:i;:pl.ying the registraticn labels. 
It was not m1til 1914 that PWs were given authorisatial to use registrai;iai cachets so the use 
of the teminus name 'Iodz' for the label can be explained, while if Iodz statiai was never an 
accredited RPS bit the PW was subordinate to the RMA up to c. 1907-9, the tenninology Railway 
Postal Sectiai al the label can also be explained. 

'!he evidence points to there being a permanent base ·at the statial which used cancels designated 
for the PW bit which should be seen as a statial PO. 

'!he very short distance of the Kolyushki-Iodz Railway should be discussed. A trip of fifteen miles 
did not offer the staff Q1Ch time to deal with all the mail. Fran the time the two trains were 
operating al the route ioore time would have been spent in the sidings at the temini than in 
service. !bra '11'0.rk al sorting ariJ/or cancelling mail would have been undertaken at the temini 
whatever the positial with a sedentary office, in operatial or otherwise. 

My thanks are given to Drs. casey and Kossoy, Prof. Weinert, Rev. Tann, Messrs. Baillie, 
Kiryushkin, Peel, Rcbinson, Skipton and Walker, for their help with infomatiai and advice. 

Ian Baillie has asked if I would insert a oorrectiai to his article in ~ 56 attributing the 
Kolyushki-Iodz brandl line to Table 67; this should be to Table 72 • 
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Some Notes on Postal Wagon Registration 
J.G. MOYES 

Circular 29 of 29 March 1914 authorised the use of cachets for registratien en the Postal Wagcns, 
but that does not mean that the TPOs did not accept mail for registratien before that date. 

Fig .1 shows a ca%d addressed to stryetensk \fflich has been put en to PW 244 going in the wrcng 

directien. It is marked 'Y.akaznoe' at top and is ~Y franked at 10k. '1he adhesives have 
been obliterated in manuscript and a nmnber 328 added in the same ink. 'l\\'o strikes of PW 244 
dated 26.4.1903 have been added alcngside. en arrival at the tenninus a label has been applied, 
and the ca%d has then been sent back en PW 243 to stryetensk' 'ffl8re it has had an arrival of 
28.4.1903 added. 

Fig. 2 shows another ca%d to stryetensk, also marked • Y.akaznoe • at top and correctly franked at 
10k fror registratien. '!his has originated en PW 259 Clti.ta-Manchuli and the adhesives have been 
cancelled by the PW postmark, dated 24.12.1903. '!he manuscript note at the left reads 'Number 
6 P.wag.2591 • It would have been transferred at Karymskaya to PW 243 Karymskaya-stryetensk. It 
has an arrival mark of stryetensk 25.12.1903. 

It would appear fran these two ca%ds that sane sort of registry book was kept by the PWs. But if 
they did not use cachets or labels did they issue receipts ? If they did not, how oould any 
claim for nm-receipt by the addressee be made ? What could be claimed for the ncn-delivery of 
a postcard? 

'l\\'o examples of the authorised cachets can be recxm:led. Fig. 3 shows a cover cancelled PW 201 
Palevyezh-Berezvech 4.4.1915 with the cachet nmber being no.1 no less. '!his seems to be a 
i;hilatelic iten, but for the war Cliarities or the cachet ? Either way we must thank the serxler 
for providing us with a rarity. 

Fig.4 shows an example fran PW 332 Kolchugino-Yurga-dated 21.10.1916 and has a manuscript note 
fran the clerk al the back saying "Taken fran the box". '!his too is no.1 al the cachet. 

Finally, another iten can be recxm:1ed \fflich shows similar use of the PW cancels and a statial 
label to that discussed in the previous article. '!his is a cover \fflich has six copies of the 
7k to pay a high registered franking fran Revel to Hyvinkaa Finland. '1he adhesives are cancelled 
PW 40 28.8.1900 but the label is fran Revel Statial Railway Postal Sectial. PW 40 at this time 
was Revel - st. Petersburg. It would seem that the serxler had left the cover with the PW for 
registratial at the tenninus of Revel, and that the clerk then took it to the Statioo PO for the 
label to be applied and for it to be entered in the registry book. '!here is no manuscript nmnber 
to indicate that the PW has used a registry book of its own. With the PW and the Statioo PO both 
controlled by the same organisatial such oo-operatioo would seem no:mal. 

My thanks to Mr J. V. Woollam for his pemissioo to use the illustraticns of items fran his 
oollectioo, and to Dr R. casey for the infcmnatioo al the introductial of the PW registratial 
cachets. 
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Ba tum under Occupation: new material 
G.G. WERBIZKY 

Introductioo. 

'!he town of Batun and Ba.tum <blast (regioo.) were occupied by 'l\lrkey for roost of 1918. '!he dis
integratioo. of the Imperial Caucasus Arrtr:I in 1917 created this opportunity. During this period, 
'l\.lrkish stamps without surcharges were used. 'lherefore ooe needs a oarplete cancellatioo. to 
detemine use of 'l\.lrkish stamps in Batun. 

In December 1918, after the Allied victory, British naval forces entered Ba.tum Harbour. Sooo 

after, British military governorship was established. 1 '!he postal service resuned operatioo. in 
early 1919, starting with Postmaster provisioo.al covers with Kobulety and Ba.tum handstamps. 

Iater, the first stamps appeared - the Aloe Tree issue. 

'!his article will introduce material fran the 'l\.lrkish period, and show new Kobulety covers. 

'l\.lrkish Occupatioo. 

It appears that three cancellers were used: BA'IUM 1, 2 and 3. BA'IUol 1 and 3, as well as other 
'l\.lrkish Ba.tum can~llatioo.s, are illustrated in Coles & Walker. 2 In~ 48, G.H. Torrey, in 
the article ''l\.lrkish Post Offices in Batun', shows two covers fran 1877 and 1918. 

Philatelists must have also been active in 1918 since I have three items in my collectioo., 
stamps on piece, cancelled BA'IUM 1, 2 and 3. '!he BA'IUM 1 cancellatioo. is shown below. 

' 
= 1 

Fig.1 Turkey 1916-1918 y = 2 
with BATIJVI 1 cancel 

f = 3 

'!he three cancels differ fran each other oo.ly in the m.uneral found at the '6 o'clock' positioo.. 
BA'lUol 2 is supposed to be the rarest of the three. In '!he Post Rider 6, April 1980, p.69, a 
postcard is illustrated with the BA'lUM 1 cancel. 

British Occupatioo. - Postmaster Provisional Covers 

Mr R.L. Josepl, in~ 63, started an investigatioo. and COlU'lt of so-called Postmaster provisional 
covers. He also raised a m.unber of very valid questioo.s. 

A new discovery, reported here, hopefully answers the questioo as to the origin and purpose of 
these covers and postcards. '!hey all carry a handstanp w.ich reads: 

40 

OWing to absence of stock in the Kobulety 
(or Ba.tum) Post and Telegrapl Office, postage 

has been charged in cash. 

ltleigtit •.••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• 
Reg'istratioo ••••.••••...••••••.•••••..•• 
Post & Telegrapl Official ••••••••••••••• 
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Fig.2 The front of cover no.1 
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'!he same article "records 17 illustrated BPP's and a further 8 non-illustrated examples, of 
which at least one is not a duplicate of those illustrated, plus the two Kobulety covers." 
To this count, I could add two m:>re BPP's (~ 64). 

,, 

NoW I am reporting on two newly discovered Kobulety covers which, in my opinion, are of special 
interest as there are only two other recorded Kobulety covers. 

Cover No.1 carries a Kobulety rectangular handstamp, as well as the round hand.stamp, which reads: 
Batum-Post-Telegrai;:b. Office, but without the 'For Correspondence' in the middle. ('!he handstamps 

. are shown an page 14 of reference 2). Instead one finds a handwritten date: 20-1-1919. '!he cover 
is addressed to "Batun, until called for, L. Maxinouva Andreev. " '!he charge was 50 kop. and the 
clerk's signature is unlike the signature found an BPP's. It should also be noted that an the 
covers that I have seen the fee paid is usually noted in ink, while the clerk's signature is 
in indelible (Russians call it 'chemical') pencil. en this cover, both notations were made with 
pencil. 

'!here is also a notation in the lower lefthand comer which I interpret to be: no.3. It is in 
the same ink as the address. Of far greater interest is the back of the cover, which carries a 
riote in Russian, which translates as: "'lhese covers were left by the Tllrks in 1918 and since our 
Post Office was out of envelopes (literally 'was poor for envelopes') and stamps, our postman 
had to tum them inside-out and place a seal when mailed." Signed, but not legible. 

'!he front and back of this cover are shown in figs. 2 and 3. 

Examination of the cover confinns that it was tumed inside-out1 the gum is oo the outside of 
the flap, and the lower flap also shows rennants of gum. '!he envelope must have served a specific 
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Fig.5 The front of cover no.2 

functicn for the TUrks, since it is pre-printed, as shown in fig.A, on what is now the inside 
of the Kobulety cover. 

~ No.2, shown in fig.5, did not see postal use. It has the same two postal markings as cover 
no.1. In additicn, it has the handwritten notaticn in Russian: 'starting with 10 February 1919.' 
'!he signature is not legible. '!here are no posbnarks or notatioos en the back of this cover. 'lhe 
envelope itself is identical to no.1, i.e it was also turned inside-out and it was a fo:r:mer 
TUrkish envelope. 

For plrpOSes which will becane obvious later, a third Ba.tum Cl:>last cover, fran Maradidy, (for 
locaticn see map, page 10, reference 1), is shown in fig.6. 'lhis cover was illustrated in BJRP 39 
as the cnly known cover fran Maradidy. 

It is obviously a i;irl.latelic item. It is addressed in Russian:'I.ocal, (letter), Post Office. 
Lubov I, Dolinskaya.' '!here is a note 'No.1 1 in the lower lefthand aorner. 'lhe round hand.stamp 
reads: 'Maradidy-Post and Telegrai;:h Office' with 'For Correspondence' in the centre. 'lhe back of 
the cover has an interesting handwritten note: 'L. Terentiev / Ehvel. Cope] with 24 st. [amps] / 
inside' (fig.7). 

Finally, on the back of one Ba.tum stamp I found a mark: 'LT' (fig.B). 

So what is cne to aonclude fran the info:cmaticn presented? 

1. Postmaster Provisional covers originated in Kobulety post office. 

2. Ba.tum covers differ fran Kobulety covers in that they are not fo:r:mer TUrkish covers turned 
inside-out, but are new covers or cards to be used as Postmaster Provisionals. 
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Fig.6 The Maradidy cover 

3. '!he first day of issue for Kobulety covers is, in all probability, 10 February 1919. 

4. Batum post office followed the example of Kobulety post office and started issuing its own 

Provisional covers and postcards. '!his must have occurred sane time after 10 February 

s. '!he Kobulety cover no.1 and Maradidy cover originated with the same person - A.L. Terentiev. 
Ink and handwriting on both covers appear to be the same. Note also the numbering sequence 
in the lower lefthand ·corner. '!here must have been a cover marked 'No.2' and probably covers 
after no.3 as well. 

6. It seens likely that L. Terentiev was a stamp collector, had he been a dealer, I suspect we 
would have heard about him before now. '!he cover with stamps inside, as well as the mark on 
the stamp, support this point. 

7. '!here is a discrepancy in dates between two Kobulety covers - 20 January 1919 predates 'First 
day of issue' of 10 February 1919. 'Old/new' dating style confusion does not explain this 
discrepancy. 

In smmiary, while new Kobulety material begins to explain the origins of Kobulety (and Batum) 
Posbnaster Provisional covers, it also raises questions yet to be answered. 

REFERENCES 

1. P.T. Ashford, British Occup,.tion of Batum, p.iblished 1989. Ehgland. 
2. John H. Coles & Howard E. Walker, Postal Cancellations of the ottanan _ire, pt.2, page 106. 
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Jim = LT 

Fig.7 Note on the back of IYlaradidy cover Fig.a 

New info:cmation 

In ~ 63, R.L. Josei;n states in his pioneering article on Batum Postmaster provisionals that 
the first Kobulety Postmaster provisiooal oover to be discovered is addressed to a "M:lnsieur 
Athanase Kitchoukis, \\½lo was presumably a stamp dealer." 

We can now say with certainty that 'M:lnsieur Athanase Kitchoukis' was a stamp dealer and that 
his business was located in Ccmstantinople. 'Ibis assertion is based on an envelope which I 
acquired recently, shown in fig.9, reduced in size. It is clearly a i;nilatelic item which did 
not perfonn any postal service. en the front is the Aloe Tree set, as ""811 as 10 rub. on lk. and 
3k. surcharges. It is addressed, in pencil, in Russian: "Lt. Smif, Batumu", i.e. Lt. Smith, 
Batum ('b«> errors - spelling of the Lieutenant's name, as well as the case of noun 'Batum'). 

en the reverse is the oanplete name and address of M. Kitchouk.is, including his business, 'Bazar 
Philatelique', (Philatelic Shop), see fig.10. 

So n0\17 we knOIIT to whan the first Kobulety cover was sent. 

Fig.9 

Front of cover 

.. 
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Fig.1 A local card posted in Mosc0111: the postage due was 160 rubles. Since the 
rate for a postcard was 100 rubles, it may be concluded that the 20 ruble 
stationery card had been revalued 100 times, ie, 160 + 2 + 20 = 100 rubles. 
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Fig.2 Another stationery card, posted 25.9.1921 in Nizhni Novgorod province to 
Moscow, and prepaid by four 20k Arms stamps. Consequently, the stationery 
card was sold for 20 rubles. 
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Conventional Revaluations of Stamps and 
Postcards in Soviet Republics 
ALEXANDER EPSTEIN 

'!he general eccnanic disorder and fragmentatioo as a ccnsequence of the First World war and the 
Civil war affected the postal service in the former Russian Empire. Frequent increases in postal 

rates in line with persistent inflatioo during 1919-1923 provoked a chrarlc shortage of stamps of 
the required face values. At the time, there was little possibility of stamps being printed in a 
new design (even later en, there were restricticns) or stocks of old stamps being surcharged in a 
centralised manner. 

Qxisequently, as a temporary measure, the postal aaninistratioo of Soviet Russia repeatedly 
resorted to so-called <Xlrlventional revaluatioo of the stamps which were in use at the time, 
sanetimes withdrawing them fran sale first. 'Ibis revaluatioo did not result in any surcharge or 
overprint. 

If sane local post_ offices, for their own reascns, awlied surcharges or manuscript notes en 
stamps, so-called Postmaster Provisionals came into existence. 'lhese issues are not <XlrlSidered 
here. other revaluaticns were made, not by surcharge but by overprinting the stamps with a <Xlrltrol 
mark, e.g. the Minsk provisional and sane issues of Azerbaijan. 'lhese are not <XlrlSidered here 
either. 

'lhe stamps revalued in an 'invisible' manner can be recx,gnised cnly if they have clear postmarks 
with the proper date. Such stamps, especially en cover, are without doubt of interest to collectors 
specialising in early post-revoluticnary postal history. 

'lhe Postal Department of the RSFSR resorted to revaluatioo of stamps for the first time in ooonect
ioo with the introductioo of new postal rates en 10 March 1920. '!he price of Amis stamps with a 
face value of 1 to 20 kopeks, as well of Postal Savings Bank stamps of 1, 5 and 10 kopeks (which 
had been authorised as postage stamps in January 1918), was rai~ 100 times, i.e. these stamps 
were to be sold as stamps in rubles, rather than in kopeks. 

After 15 April 1922, a further increase in postal rates caused the values of 1u:ms stamps of 1 to 
14 kopeks - nO'tt' used as ruble values! - and the high value stamps of 1, 5, 7, and 10 rubles to 
be increased ooce Ilk>re by a factor of 10,000. A 5 kopek stamp was thus used as a 50,000 ruble 
stamp. Another way of looking at this revaluatioo is to use 1922 rubles; thus, in April of 1922, 
a new '1922 ruble' was defined as being equal to 10,000 old paper rubles. 'lhe revaluatioo thus 
transfomed kopek stamps fran ruble stamps (the 1920 revaluatioo) into '1922 ruble' stamps. 
'Ibis revaluation stayed in force until 31 March 1923. 

A further special, but official revaluatioo of Russian stamps took place in the Turkestan post/ 
telegrai;n district in the period March - April 14, 1922. 

After 15 August 1922, the Postal Savings Bank stamps with face values of 1, 5 and 10 kopeks, as 
well as the large-size PSB stamps of 25 and 50 kopeks and 0:ntrol stamps of 25 kopeks - 100 rubles, 
which until then had cnly been postally used at face value officially in the Turkestan post/tele
grai;n district, were put en sale at a fixed price of 250 rubles, irres~ve of their face value. 
'lhese revalued stamps exactly fitted the charge for an ordinary inland letter, according to the 
newly introduced rates. 

Sane issues of the RSFSR were also officially revalued without surcharging or overprinting. At the 
end of March 1922, regular stamps with fade values of 200 and 300 roubles (SG 215, 217, etc) were 
p.it en sale at 2000 and 3000 roubles, respectively, to meet increased postage rates. Stamps of the 
'Volga Relief' and 'Famine Relief' issues (SG 230-233, 244-248) were revalued in September of 
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1922: the 'Volga Relief' stamps at 22,500 rubles each, the 'Famine Relief' stamps at 20,000 and 
50,000 rubles each. 1 

It is worth noting that revalued Imperial and Soviet stamps were also valid in sane of the other 
Soviet republics, ruuN:tly the Ukraine and Byelorussia, that had no postal departments of their 
own. Ch the other hand, independent revaluatioo of postage stamps is known to have taken place 
in Armenia and Azerbaijan. 

'!he following table is a review of all the official cawentional revaluatioos of postage stamps 
in Soviet Republics during 1920-1922. None of these revaluatioos was by means of an overprint, 
surcharge or ccntrol marking. 

T A B L E 1 

S.G. NOS. I FACE VALUE I tm-7 VALUE I PERIOO 1~ 
RUSSIA 

107-116 1 - 20k. 1 - 20r. 10.3.1920/ 
(92-101, 170-171, 180-182) 10.12.1921 

107 - 114, 170 1 - 14k. 1 10,000 - 15.4.1922/ 1used as 1-14 rubles 
140,000r. 2 31.3.1923 since first revaluatioo! 

21-14 rubles of 1922, or 
1-14 kopeks of 1923. 

121, 123-125, 183, 185, 186 1 - lOr. 10,000 - 31-10 rubles of 1922, or 
189-194 100,000r. 3 1-10 kopeks of 1923. 

107-109 1 - 3k. 500r. ?.2.1922/ Chly in 'l\lrkestan 
180 lr. 500r. 13.3.1922 post/telegrai;h district. 
110 4k. lOOOr. 
122, 184 3.SOr. lOOOr. 
111, 112 5, 7k. 5000r. 
123-4, 185-6 5, 7r. SOOOr. 
113, 114 10, 14k. 50,000r. 
125 1.0r. 50,000r. 
117, 118 25, 35k. 25r. 

' 119, 120 50, 70k. lOOr. 

180-182 1, 5, 10k. 250r. 15.8.1921/ Postal Savings Bank 
201-210 25k.- lOOr. 250r. 15.9.1922 Control 

215 200r. 2000r. ?.3.1922/ 
217 300r. ' 3000r. 10.6.1922 

230-233 250r. 12,500r. ?.5.1922/ Volga Relief 
postage+ postage+ 1.10.1922 
2000r. charity 10,000rJ::harity 

244-246 lOOr. 10,000r. Famine Relief 
postage+ postage+ 
lOOr. charity 10,000r. charity 

247-249 250r. 25,000r. Famine Relief 
postage+ postage+ 
250r. charity 25, OOOr~ charity 

A.'lMIJNIA 

200, 213 (no surcharge) 25r. 1500r. January-April Chly in Armenian SSR 
1922 
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All the above are official revaluations. However, ooe oooasiooally finds covers fran this period 
with franking which apparently does not meet the postage rates in force bit which were nevertheless 
forwarded by the post without "to pay" or "paid in cash" markings. Sanetines such covers bear 
stamps which, officially, were not valid at the tine of postmarking. Of course, a lot of these 
covers are the result of oversights by postal clerks, or even forgeries, not to mentioo the covers 
fran which sane" of the stamps have simply been tom off. 

But there are also covers \mere an lmusual franking can be explained ooly by assuming that certain 
stamps had been revalued oo the initiative of the local post office or, sanetines, district or 
province postal administrations, when stamps of the roost urgently required values were in short 
supply (although in other oases stamps were surcharged, or postage was paid in cash). 'lbere were 
also oases in which postal statiooery was revalued. Many examples of such local revaluations can 
be found in the literature, . in auotioo catalogues, etc. 

Table 2 centains all those revaluations known to me, of which the authenticity is beyond doubt. 
Unfortunately, in roost oases the example listed is lmique, therefore any definite cenclusions 
cannot be drawn due to a lack of archival documents. A discovery of similar covers fran the same 
locality or regioo, posted in approx:imately the same period might be of particular importance in 
ccnfirming a local revaluatioo as systematic. 'Any ocmnunioations fran readers on such findings 
would be weloaned (all reactions to the editorial address, please!). 

Sane interesting trends a~ in the infonnatioo in Table 2. First of all, it is striking that 
so many of these 1~ revaluations took place in the Soviet Ukraine during 1921-1922. In partic
ular, it is likely that a special local revaluatioo (or roc>re than ooe revaluatioo!) took place 
in the South-west provinces of the Ukraine (Oiessa, Podolia) at the end of 1921 and the .beginning 
of 1922, in which large-size PSB and Oxl.tral stamps were used as postage stamps. Repeated oases 
of revaluations of pre- and post-revolutiooary Russian stamps in Kharkov, 00.essa (and its province) 
and Nikolaev also attract attentioo. Example no. 26 proves postal use in 1923 of a Cllainbreaker
type stamp that had officially been withdrawn fran use loog before. 'Ibis postcard was in Kurt 
Mler's oolleotioo, bit the existence of a loose starrq:> with a similar postmark has also been 
reported. 
At last there is serious reasoo to believe that the first Soviet postcard (face value 20 kopeks, 
dark blue, of the 'Kerensky' design), which was supposed ooly to have been used as a 'blank', 
was soid for 20 rubles sane tine after the 15 August ·1921 postal rates came into effect. 'lhe rate 
for a postcard was 100 rubles, bit there was a shortage of 100 ~le stamps, as well as of stamps 
with a lower face value which could have been used to make up the 100 ruble rate. 

other oases of local cenventiooal revaluations are known fran the literature, for example the use 
in 1922 of 3.SOr. Anne stamps used as 35,000 ruble stamps, even though these stamps were~ 
revalued officially. Unfort\mately I do not possess roc>re detailed infonnatioo and therefore this 
particular revaluatioo is excluded fran Table 2. 

Finally, a few~ about local cenventiooal revaluations in the Soviet Rep.iblics of Armenia 
and Azerbaijan. 

In Azerbaijan, official revaluations were usually effected by means of central overprints or 
manuscript notations oo stamps (SG 28-37, 52-56). however, in sane places (e.g. Nakhiohevan 
district, Lenkoran, Petrapavlovka, Kultuk, Alty-Agach, Baku-Chemyi Gorod) revalued stamps were 
sold without such central markings. Iater, when stamps came to be revalued by surcharging them 
with a numerator or with rutber cachets, lmsurcharged stamps were sold in sane provincial post 
offices, e.g. stamps with face values of 2, 10 and 25r. (SG 12,13,15); stamps with an old sur
charge were also sold at new prices. 

In Armenia, postal use of the tmsuroharged 1 Gold Kopek starrq:> is known fran Delizhan, Karaklis 
and Keshiskend, with dates fran March to May 19231 SG lists them under no.22Sa.· Remainders of 
lmSuroharged stamps (SG 200, 213) officially revalued to 1500 rubles centinued to be in use 
after the issue,in April of 1922, of surcharged stamps (SG 197-216). However, after this switch 
to Gold currency, these lmsurcharged stamps with a face value of 25r. were sold for, and used as, 
stamps of 4 Gold Kopeks. SUoh usage is known fran Alaverdy, Alexandropol, Delizhan and Ordubad, 
lmtil May of 1923. 
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T A B L E 2 

STAMP DESPATCH POINT + DATE RATE IN OTHER ASSI.JYEO VALUE 
ND. Cat.No. Face No. 

ITEPI DESTINATION DATE 
ROUBLES STAPIPS OF STAPIPS 

+ 
value 

RUSSIAN ARPIS TYPE STAPIPS 

1 119A 0.50 3 RC Vernyi, Semir. 27.8.21 250 - 50 r 
1218 1.00 1 Dachnoe, Petr. 4.9.21 100 r 

2 117 □.25 4 IRP Kharkov 29.9.21 2,000 - 500 r 
Tallinn, Estonia 

3 1218 1 .DO 5 p Usman, ·Tarrbov 26.10.21 100 - 20 r 
Pushkino, Ploscow 

. 
4 108 0.02 10 IRP Kharkov 17.3.22 30,000 1,000 2000 r 

191 7.00 3 Graz, Austria 3000 r 

POSTAL SAVINGS BANK & CONTROL STAPIPS 

5 208 10.00 1 RP Tashkent 28.5.19 □.35 - 10 k 
209 25.00 1 ? 25 k 

6 180 0.01 1 IC Bobrki, Tula 7. 9. 21 1,000 - 1000 r 
Berlin, Germany 

7 201 □.25 1 IP Odessa 20.9.21 400 - 400 r 
Riga, Latvia 

8 208 10.00 1 RP Plogilev, Pod. 1.10.21 100 - 100 r 
Ploscow 4.10.21 

9 206 3.00 2 IC Gaisin, Pod. 15.11.21 5,000 · - 2500 or 
Berlin, Germany 3000 r 

10 ? ? 1 IRC Odessa 22.4.22 60,000 37,500 22500 r 
Berlin, Germany 

~ 

11 181 o. □5 10 RC · FPO No.162 23.11.22 50 - 5 r 
Odessa 8.12.22 

STAPIPS OF R.S.F.S.R. 

12 219 1000 1 IRC Korsun, Kiev 10.2.22 10,000 - 10000 r 
New York 

13 214 100 1 RP Odessa 13.2.22 7,000 - 1000 r 
Berlin 5.3.22 

14 216 250 8 LRC Sirrbirsk 18.2.22 20,000 - 2500 r 
Sirrbirsk 

15 229 1000 4 IRC Kharkov early 122 10,000 - 2500 r 
Berlin 

16 216 250 1 IRC Nikolaev 29.6.22 400,000 25,000 250000 r 
115 0.15 1 Varna, Bulgaria 150000 r 

17 214 100 4 IRC Elisavetgrad, □d. 8.22 90 - 10 r 
216 250 2 USA 25 r 
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T 'A B L E 2 CONTINUED 

STAl'IP 
DESPATCH POINT DATE RATE IN OTHER ASSl..l'ED VALUE + NO. . ITEl'I 

Cat.No. Face No. DESTINATION + DATE ROUBLES STAPPS OF STAPPS 
Value 

STAl'IPS ' OF THE R.S.F.S.R. continued 

18 216 250 -3 IRC Nikolaev 8.8.22 90 - 25 r 
115 0.15 1 Ne111 York 15 r 

19 214 100 4 IRC Elisavetgrad 15.9.22 90 - 10 r 
216 250 2 USA 12.10.22 25 r 

20 216 250 1 IC Nikolaev 18.9.22 45 5 25 r 
115 0.15 1 Varna, Bulgaria 15 r 

21 214 100 2 IC Nikolaev 2.10.22 45 - 10 r 
216 250 1 Berlin 25 r 

22 216 250 3 IRC Nikolaev 23.10.22 90 20 25 r 
Varna 17.11.22 

23 214 100 1 IRC Elisavetgrad 90 - 100 r 
USA 

24 214 100 3 IRC Elisavetgrad 27.11.22 300 - 100 r 
USA 19.12.22 

25 216 250 1 IRC Elisavetgrad 300 50 250 r 
USA 

26 188 0.70 1 p Aleksandrov 31.3.23 o. 75 - 0.75 

CIVIL WAR ISSUES 

"/,7 U 64 0.35 3 PC Lyubomir, Od. 28.1.21 105 - 35 r 
Seredina Buda 13.2.21 

28 s 1 0.35 1 p Tarisk 2.5.22 20,000 - 20000 r 
? 

29 U270 0.01 2 C? fllelitopol 3.1.23 1 ? 1 k 
U 52 0.02 2 Kiev 2 k 
U 53 0.03 2 3 k 
U 19 0.04 2 4 k 
U 54 0.04 2 4 k 
U 55 0.05 1 5 k 
U285 0.07 1 7 k 
U 22 0.10 4 10 k 

RUSSIAN POSTCARDS 

30 P21 0.03 1 IRP Arkhangelsk 10.8.20 10 7.05r 3 r 
Ne111 York 

31 P21 0.03 1 IRP Selishchenskie K. 25.10.20 10 7 r 3 r 
(Novgorod) 

Tartu, Estonia 
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Fig.3 Front and back of an ordinary letter posted 1921 from Vernyi to Dact-noe (Petrograd 
province), prepaid by three SDI< and 1r (centre inverted) staq,s = 2rscic total. 
Since the rate was 250 rubles, the staq,s were revalued 100 times (1k = 1r). 
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T A B L E 2 CONTINUED 

STAPP DESPATOi POINT + DATE RATE IN 0Tt£R ASSlJIED VALL£ 
ND. Cat.No. F.ace No. 

ITEJII DESTINATICJ.I + DATE RDlELES STAl'PS OF STAl'PS 

Value 

RUSSIAN POSTCARDS continued 

32 P36 0.20 1 LP l'loscow 11 26.8.21 100 160r 20 r 
l'loscow to pay 

33 . P36 0.20 1 p Lyskovo Prlvolzhskoe 100 80r 20 r 
(N.Novgorod) 25.9.21 

l'loscow 

Abbreviations used• P • postcards C • letters PC• parcel cardJ R • ·registered, I• international; 
L •local.Unless otherwise stated, the item wnt to an inland (non-local) 
destination. U • ll<ralne1 S • Siberia. 

Catalogue rultJers from Stanley Gibbons Part 10 for stanps, and l'lichel Europa Postal Stationery 
Catalogue for postcards. 

MlTES FOR SPECIFIC EXAl'PLES 
3 • The 1 nble starrc, has an inverted centre - see flg.3. 
4 • Also see exaq,les 16, 18 and 20. 
5 • In this case 1118 have a devaluation rather than a revaluation. 
7, 8• On Russian postcard P21. 
10 • Face value of staq, not knoan. 
11 • The letter 1118s returned to Baku. Rates in 1922 rmles • 10,000 paper nbles. 
17-25• All rates in 1922 nbles. 
21 • The 1 OOr staq, has a control revaluation mark. It ls the so-called Nikolaev Provisional 

· first described by S. Parkhomovlch Ula stated the value after revaluation to be 100,000r 
(• 10 nbles of 1922). Holllever, there exists an inland letter posted in Nlkolaev on 
21.7.1922 to Kiev 11nich 11189 prepaid by a single such provisional. This iq>lies its value 
111as Wtlally set at 50,00Dr, the then current postal rate. 

22 • It appears the 250r staq, also received a control mark in Nikolaev. 
26,29• All rates in 1923 nbles • 100 1922 rubles • 1,000,000 paper nbles. 
29 • The front·of the cover ls missing. 
32 • The missing payment ls therefore 160/2 • 80 nbles. 
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Fig.4 

Fig.6 
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Fig.2 The AK-1 l'lonoplane, 1924 (SG 4662, 1977) 

Fig.3 The ANT-3 (R3) Biplane, 1925 (SG 4663, 1977) 

Fig.4 The ANT-91 111.Granov, llho tested many new Soviet 
aircraft, was pilot on a 2,500-mile tour of the 
USSR in 1929 (SG 3765, 1969) 

Fig.5 The ANT-4 (TB1) monoplane, 1925 (SG 4664, 1977) 

Fig.6 S.A. Levanevsky took part in the 'Oielyuskin' 
rescue in 1934. He was lost on a polar flig,t 
to the USA in 1937 (SG 681, 1935) 
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Russian Aviation and Philately between 
the Wars: an introduction 
V. SHEPPARD " 

At the beginning of the f~ decade of Soviet power in Russia, the aircraft and aero--engine 
industries were trying to recover f:ran the c:haos caused by the tt>rld and Civil wars. '!be COtD'ltry 

had to use ai%craft and engines left over fran those conflicts, and inp)rted others f:ran foreign 
countries, mainly Gemany. '!be latter, like Russia itself, was a 'leper' amc:ngst the QJrapeml 

natialS. For their lll1tual benefit, they oooperated in aviatial matters. '!be infant Luftwaffe 
used Lipetsk, a base in the USSR, for training pu:poses, to avoid breaking the Versailles Treaty. 
In return, Gemany helped Soviet Russia in starting its aviatial plans. 

By the em of the 1920e, the Gemans had with:lrawn, Soviet-designed aucra£t and foreign engines 
(licenced-built, with Russian names) came al to the aviatiai scene. '!be gc,.,exnnent embarked al 
many anbitiQis and far-reaching aviatiai projects, and actively campaigned to pop1Jarise all 
aspects of aviation amongst the Soviet people. ''!be Society of Friends of the Air Pleet' was 
latmehed tmcugh the newspaper Pravda, al 6 March 1923, to stinulate aimlindedness in the popu
latial. Within a decade, they had established 21 aviatial sd1ools, with 100 airfields, where 
Red Amt/ instructors taught f1yir¥], gliding and parachuting. J\mong its furw1 raising activities 
this Society issued labels (see fig.1). · 

Fig.1 

With its vast territory, poor road systan and very limited aooess to ice-free seas, aviatiai was 
the Qbvious answer to the problems of exploratial, surveyiB] and opening up the inaccessible 
ueas of the COtD'ltry. 

'lb demoostrate to the world the emergence of a newly industrialised natiai, well-p.Jblicised 
flights were organised and several world records - for altitude, load-lifting,. and distances 
travelled - were broken by Soviet aviators and aircraft. '!be crews, engineers and designers 
were decorated and feted in the full glare of publicity. '1he table lists sane of the mre 
notable flights. 

It was not until the mid 1930s that oa1a.enorative stanpl were issued for sane of the flights 
mentiaied. In· mre recent years, Soviet stanpl have c:xwered these early aviatial events and 
special covers issued to mark the 50th anniversaey of others. '1he writer has Pl()togra~ of met 
of the aviators and machines menticlled, to cc:aplete the story of these piaieer flights beb1een 
the wars. 

It '«IUJ.d be wroog not to mential at least three other ai%craft which were extensively used 
during this era: the Russian biplanes P0-2 and R-5, and the Geman Dornier 'wal.' f1yir¥] boat. 
Most ai%craft used throughout this period oould be fitted with wheels, skis or floats, depeming 
al the area operated in, and the prevailing ccnditialS. 
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Fig.7 

Fig.7 T1110 other pilots at the 
'Chelyushkin' rescues 
A.V. liapidevsky (left, 
SG 680, 1935) and 
1'1.G. Slepnev (rig,t, 
SG 682, 1935) 

Fig.8 All types of aircraft 
111ere used in the 
emergency& this staq, 
issued on the 50th 
amiversary of the 
rescue, shollls an ANT-4 
on the grOLnd and a 
P0-2 in the air. 
(SG 5431, 1984) I 

Fig.9 
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Fig.10 

Fig.a 

Figs.9, 10 North Pole Flig,t, 1937 
(SG 769 & 771, 1938) 

Fig.11 First Transpolar Flig,t to USA, 
JI.J"l8 1937. 
(SG 780, 1938) 

Fig. 11 
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SOVIET AVIATION BETWEEN THE WARS - SOME NOTABLE FLIGHTS 

YEAR AIRCRAF'f HISSION NOTES • 1nd1cates 
CXJHHEHORATIVB 
STANPS 1ssued 

1923 JUNIERS Fl3 ClRular F'lllj,t Aviator, IMlllftlJ 
"°8coW - T1'11a - ,....,t - "°8coW 

1924 R-1 BIPLANES lanQ-dlatanca fllcllta n. R-1 - a,c:cpy of the Brltllh • 
a1p1 ... to ICabul, ~ to Kazan da Havllland 111!111 SN flg,2 

1925 JUNlERS Fl3 Cannal Arc:Uc Pl)loratlon - A1rcrw1 T ~l, ic.lvl ta 
llovlyaz.lya 

1926 ANT-3 ~ tour of varl- Eunic-i Alrcrw1 C_, Radzavich, • 
capltala Pl- -.dead Ill-SOIi S.. flg.3 

1927 ANT-3 "°8coW - Tdcyo - "°8coW fllcllt or Avlaton1 0.alOII (pilot) -1'3,1501111a f'ufayav (aa:tww:) 

1928 Various aircraft Saarch for crw of cratt.d alnhlp Alrcnrt froa -al nations used 1n 
1 ITM.IA' 8Nrch1 crw rncuad by Soviet lce-brNkar 

1929 ANT-9 2, !iDO .U. tour of USSR Pllob Crlauv -s.. fig •• 

1929 ANT-4 Left "°8coW 23 ~t and arrlvad Owrland fllcllt with fuel atops, etc. -,._Yorlc1 NcMlltJer Crw1 StwstYll<oV, Bolotov, StY9rllftlJOII, SN fl9.S 
F'ufeyw 

1934 Various aircraft Rncua of crw of the lcab1Nlw, Sh1P lodced 1n lee, radioed for help1 crw -'O£UUSKIN' elrllftad by elrcraft flttad with akla S.. flgs.8, 7,8 

1937 ANT-6 Sevnal aircraft alrllftad eqiedltlon Sclentlflc atatlan •t 141 rear Pole. -to the North Pol• Aircraft later used to dlnct ahlp to pldc ~ flgs.9 & 10 
141 crw after tnk C011Pletad 

1937 ANT-25 Lang-dlatanca fllcllt to USA - the Crw1 0..lOII, 8al.cUcov, 8elyllca11. • 
Pola P1- •rlcad 'lllnv, of the Sovlat' S.. flg.11 

1937 ANT-25 "°8coW to tallfornia, USA Crw1 c-, Y&aalhev, Oarelln -F'law - ..,tt, after prev1- fllcllt 

1938 ANT-32 Lang-dlatanca nan-atap fllcllt record Crw1 CrlzocUJon, Ontp.,,co,Raskova •• F'OC 
for- Twln-en!Jlnad MT-25 S.. flg.12 

1939 TStB-30 F'lllj,t froa "°8coW via Cnalland to . Crw1 Kdclclnllcl, Cordlrio f'DC 
Canida 

Fig.12 l"losc0111- Far East Flight, 19381 long-distance non-stop flight record for wanen. 
Left to rights Paulina Osipenko, l'larina Raskova, Valentina Grizodlbova (SG 845-847, 1939) 
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Fig.1 Patriotic envelope used fran Ka1S18s, 14.2.1990 

NEPRIKLAUSOMYB~ 
ATKURTA 

1990 m. kovo 11 d. 

Fig.2 Detail of patriotic envelope 
used fran Ka1S18s, 30.4.1990 
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Lletuvos Respubllkos 
PASTAS 

Fig.3 

LIETUVOS 

RESPUBLIKOS 

PASTAS 
Fig.4 

ATSTATVTA LIETUVOS 
NF..PRIKl.AUSOMA VAJ..STVBt 

1990 metq kovo 11 d. 

Fig.S 
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A Lithuanian Chronicle 
Assemble~ by IVO STEYN 

lllen, on March 11th of last year, the Lithuanian parliament declared that the independence of 
Lithuania would be reamed, J;hllatelists all over the world imnediately started lll0merlng if this 

declaration would lead to Lithuania rejoining the 001111UUty of ~producing natioos. lllile it 
seems almost criminal to focus on such a relatively uniJlprtant part of Lithuanian political 
activities, the Blitor would like to make an attanpt to keep abreast of new davelopaents in the 
field of Lithuanian J;hllately. 

Olfortunately, these deYelopnents are rapid and 001111UUcaticns with Lithuania are slow at best, 
80 this note will be outdated even before it sees print. Since reri.sicns will almost certainly 
be necessary in the future, this will be the start of a Lithuanian Ou:au.cle, to which contrib
utions are eagerly invited. Far this first instalment, invaluable aid was rendered by Andre de 
Bruin and Sijtze Reurich of the nitc:h ''!be Baltic Area• study group, and by M. Jacques Lmd:lert, 
for which many thanks. · 

Lithuanian natialalist feelings have manifested thallselves in a mnber of ways. Sana of these 

manifestations are .the product of private cituens, others the results of official policies, 
while the origins of a thi.z:d group are less clear. 

'1\:> start with the ob'liously iri,vately-pr:oduced items, even before the declaration of March 11th, 
natiooalist feelings in Lithuania were openly expressed. Figure 1 shows a privately pr:oduced 
envelope with the 'ancient rider' not.if in gold making a striking cx:abinatiai with the rather 
worried expression of Ienin a1 the SO Jcopek stanp! 1 '!be envelope was available at leasr as early 
as February 1990. · 

After the declaration of March 11th, other such iri,vately pr:oduced envelopes appeared, with an 
exanple in fig.2. F0stal stationery was also ovarirlrited.- A S Jcopek statimery envelope of which 
the illustration showed Vilnius as capital of the Lithuanian SSR.was overprinted in black with 
the text •capital of the "Lithuanian Republic' and 'Restoration of Independence, March 11th 1990'. 
It is not clear who did the overprinting, but it was probably a private initiative. 

CAaml'S 

However, the Lithuanian independence started leaving official trac::ks pretty aocn. Less than three 
weeks after the declaration of March 11th we see the appearance of two cachets on many items of 
mail sent within and cut of Lithuania. '!be first of these simply reads 'Lietuvos Respublikos/ 

p~• (Pest of the Lithuanian Republic). '!be earliest date so far noted is March 29th. It is not 
known if all 1300 post offices in Lithuania were prori.ded with this cac:het:, but an iJ111ressive 
n\Kd)er of cachets fran an iJl;:lressive n\Kd)er of cities has been recorded. 'lbe cachets are usually 
in violet or blac::k, more rarely in blue. 

In aalition to these cachets, a c:x:.q>l.etely different boxed cac:het: has ~80 been seen fran Vilnius, 
fran as early as March 27th, see fig.4. 

We should be wary of iri,vate use of these cachets. '1here are definite indicaticns that such cachets 
have al80 been applied by private persons to their mail. 

'!be status of the seooncl cac:het: is even more in doubt. It reads 'ATSTA'IYl'A LIE'1'Uva3 / NEPRIICLNJSCMA 
VAIS1'YS / 1990 metu kovo 11 d. • (Declaraticn of the restoration of Lithuanian independence, March 

1 Postal rates in the USSR, inland letter·, 5 kopeks; registered inland letter, 10 kopeks; letter 
abroad, 30 kopeks by surface mail, 50 kopeks by air mail. 
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Fig.6 Letter fran Skapi!kis, 19.6.1990, altered postmark 
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Fig.9 Postmarks used at the 
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'Old Post Office' in Kaunas, 
1988 and 1990 

Fig.a 

Fig.11 
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11th 1990). I have seen it al nail ananating fxan Ksunas, in violet. thless saneone can oonvince 
me othexwise, I will consider it as a privately-applied e>epressial of Lithuanian naticnalist sen
timent, not as a postal cachet. 

PamWUC AL'mATIOOS 

An expressial of the regained independence that is more in the mainstream of postal history can 
be found in Lithuania's postmarks. At the time of the declaratial the stamam postmarks of the 
USSR were in use in the then Lithuanian SSR. '1hese are single-ring postmarks, with the date in a 
single line. At the top, the letters 'SS SR' surround the SOViet hamner-and-sic:kle-within-a-star, 
wile aloog the lower edge we find the name of the town, both in Russian (Cyrillic alpiabet) and 
Lithuanian (Latin alphabet) fcmn, usually with the abbreviatial 'LIT.SSR' (in Cyrillic) between 
the two. 

In many places, these postmarks were altered. '1he SS/hamner-and.:.sic:kle/SR was cut out of the post
mark. In sane towns, the ,mole 'SSR' in 'LIT.SSR' was cut out, wile in other towns, the 'R' (for 
Repmlic) was left in. In at least two cities the entire Cyrillic text was raooved, leaving ally 
the town name in the Latin alphabet. 

So far, these altered postmarks have been recorded fxan the following cities: 

1. Alytus e. Kxetinga 15. RokiJkis 22. Taurage 
2. Bidai 9. Naujoji Akmene 16. Skapi~ 23. Telliai 
3. Gargzdai 10. Pakruojis 17. ~ 24. Tytuvenai 
4. Jooava 11. Panevezys 18. liauliai 25. Utena 
5. Jcniskis 12. Pasvalys 19. ~ilale 26. varena 
6. Kaunas 13. Prienai 20. Silute 27. Vilnius 
7. Kelme 14. Raseiniai 21. Sirvintos 

It should be noted that not all the posanarks of these cities were altered. For example, Tytuvenai 's 
postmark with serial letter 'b' has been altered as described above, but serial •s• fxan the same 
town was still unaltered al August 30th (the latest date I have seen for that particular postmark). 

In at leant _three places, the post office also possessed a postmarking machine widl was 'Lithu
anised': Kaunas, Siauliai and Vilnius. In place of the neutral 'killer', a 25.5 x 55.0 nm box 
containing the wm:ds 'LmIUVOS / R&SPlJBLIKOS / p~• was installed, but good strikes of these 
postmarks are rare. Incidentally, the datestamp sectiCXlS of this machine postmark in Vilnius 
ally had Cyrillic text, and was altered ally by rem:,ving the SS/hamner-and-sickle/SR at the top. 

Finally, sane special postmarks also show influences of the regained independence. Qi May 7th, 
the post office in utena celebrated its 160th anniversaxy with a special postmark, fxan lfflidl 
the letters •ss• in 'SSR' were hastily raooved. Even earlier, al April 15th, Kedainiai had cele
brated its 400th anniversary as a city with a special postmark lfflidl does not show the othexwise 
custanary letters 1SSSR' an~. 

Even more interesting, the 'Old Post Office' ('staraya Pochta / Senas Pastas') in the centre of 
old Kaunas has had a decorative postmark for years now. '1he postmark shows an old ooadl, and has 
been changed slightly over the years. Last year, a ,molly Lithuanised versial came into use. 
It's the first postmark to show the countey as 1Lietuva' instead of'SSSR' and it has no Russian/ 
Cyrillic text at all. It was taken into use at least as early as April 30th. 

. . 
Another special postmark worth mentialing is a striking prcducticn used to mark the first cele-
bratial of a remarkable event: al 23 August 1989, alD:let two millial Lithuanians, Latvians and 
Esta1ians famed a h\1118Jl chain stretching 600 kilanetres fxan Tallin to Riga and Vilnius, and 
finally to the Lithuanian-Polish fEOOtier at Lazdijai. '1he protest actial was itself a way to 
mark the 50th. anniversary of the ·fblotoy-Rilbentrop pact. 'Iha special postmark needs no descrip

tial to supplement the illustratial. 

'lbe latest developnent in the postmark fielii is the int:%0ductial of new, ,molly Lithuanian 
postmarks for all the post offices in Lithuania. 
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KVIECIAME REMTI 
LIETUVOS KUL TOROS FOND~ 

Fig.14 Vignette of envelope #3 

Fig.13 Vignette of envelopel2 

ATKURTA NEPRIKLAUSOMA 
LIETUVOS RESPUBLIKA 

Stun&ma Lietuvo/et 

---------- ...... . .. . . . . . . .. . ...... . . . . . . ...... 
. .. . .. 
. ..... . . . 

....... . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . ... ... . ..... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . ······ ..... . 

. ..... . .. . .. . ..... . .. ... 

Fig.12 Postal stationery envelope 11 

...... . .. .. . ...... . .. . . . ... ······ 

mrn~m 1nmi~ Nnm 11 
Fig. 15 Vignette of envelope #4 
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PCSTAL STATI<Jmrl 

'!he first new Lithuanian postal stationery envelope appeared m 17 May 1990 (although copies 
have been seen cro March llth! ) • It was designed by Violeta Skabeikiene am printed by the 
'Spimulys' printing firm of Kaunas in a print run of CXl8 millim copies. As it turned out, it 
was the first of several statimery envelopes to appear during 1990, so a listing seems 
appropriate: 

1. Date of issue 17.5.1990. Value of inprinted stamp 5 kopeks, selling price 7 kopeks. 
ApproX. 260 x 113 nm, stanp shaWing am angel am a cross before an outline of Lithuania, 
dark green. Illustratim shows a stylised oak tree (dark green) with the 'pillars of Gediminas' 
(yellow) m its trunk, the text • AMJRTA NEPRIKLNJSCW. I I.ImJVtS RESPUBLIKA • (Restoratim of 
the independent Repiblic of Lithuania) am the date '1990.III.II'. 'Iha envelope was mly valid 

• within Lithuania, which was stressed by the text 'Siuooiama Lietuvoje! I (Chly for within 
Lithuania) CXl the flap. Four subspecies: 

la. Ql bright white paper, with flap text 'Si1.100iama Lietuvoje! • 
lb. Ql bright white paper, without flap text. 
le. Ql off-\ohite paper, with flap text. 
ld. Ql off-\ohite paper, without flap text. 

So far, there are two varieties reex>rded: envelopes without the postal code box at lower left, 
am an example ,omere the text in the illustratim was skewed. 1,081,000 envelopes printed, of 
which approx. 101 do not have the flap text. 

2. Date of issue 6.7.1990. Drqlrinted stamp as with no.1. Illustratim shows an abstract oak tree 
(green) surrounded by the text 'XIII Lm1'UV'CS TAl7l'INE MINU ~. VIImUS 1990' (13th 
Festival of Lithuanian Song • Vilnius 1990) (ochre). Flap text as no.1. During the festival in 
questim (6-8 July 1990), a special postmark was applied at Vilnius Central post office. 
Chly ooe recorded variety: inprinted stamp in the brighter green of the illustratioo rather than 
the custanary dark green. 435,000 envelopes printed, including approximately 15,000 of the 
colour variety. 

3. Date of issue 16.8.1990. Drqlrinted stmnp as nos. 1, 2. Illustratim shows a logo with the 
init!als 'LKF' am the text •KVI!X!IAME REMrI ~ KUL'ruROS FCND.\' (SUpport the Lithuanian 
Oiltural Pllnd) (both dark green). No special postmarks or varieties noted. 170,000 envelopes 
printed. 

4. Date of issue 16.8.90. IJrqlrinted stamp as nos. 1-3. Illustratioo is a geanetric figure am the 
text 'LmlUVOI KALBlS tm1'AI 1901 ('Iha year of the Lithuanian language 190) (both dark green). 
No special postmarks noted. &lvelopes with a double impressioo of the inprinted stanp have been 
recmded. 180,000 envelopes printed. 

5. Date of issue 18.8.1990. Imprinted stamp as nos. 1-4. Illustratioo shows an oak leaf with a 
double or 'Wtis' cross (dark green) surxounded by the text •• VYSKlJPO M.'VALMCIAUS * BIAIVYSTES 
SA:JUDIS' (Bishop Valancius' totallers' movement) (bxown, with shades ranging to yellow). No 

special postmarks or varieties noted. 182,000 envelopes printed. 

'Iha envelope cx:m11emxates a teetotallers' movement started by the Bishop of Samagitia in 1858. 
Since it was mostly the Polish am Russian nobility \fflO were making ·money fran the sale of 
booze, the movement also had strCXlg natialalist avertooes. 

6. Date of issue not known. Celebrates 50th birthday of msical ccnservatmy in Vilnius. Inprinted 
stamp as nos. 1-5 above. Rare. 

7. Date of issue not known. 'Olristmas Greetings'. Inprinted stanp is in light blue am shows the 
mounted horseman known as the Ancient Rider. 'Iha date am the value irdicatioo 1 20• are in 
black. Selling price 25 kopeks. 

8. Date of issue not known. 'New Year's Greetings'. Drqlrinted stamp as no. 7 above. 

All these envelopes were printed by Spimulys in Kaunas. 
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Su N11uJ11ls melaisl 

Fig.17a Stationery envelope 17 

Fig.16 Vignette of IS 
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Su Sventom Kaledom 

Fig.17b Vignette of IB 

Fig.18 Special postmark 
for envelope 12 
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Atkurtos 
Lletuvos 

Respubllkos 

plrmlejl 
pa§to · 

""""'"""",.,,.,._, ~enklal 

Fig.19 

Registruota.s 

lALGJR IS l•I Ill. 07. 11 GRON~'ALD Luksiui V. 

Fig.20 Registered cover fran Siauliai (28.1.1991) to Tytuvenai (29.1.1991). New rate of 70 kopeks 
(20 kopeks postage, 50 kopeks registration). 
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ATKURTA NEPRIKLAUSOMA 
LIETUVOS RESPUBLIKA 
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Fig.21 Letter from the same correspondence, non-registered. Envelope #1 with additional 
franking for ne111 20 kopek rate. 

--------
............ 

O•mllff H.ltltC apc,np■flH CHJI IIKTI H>■ntNH 

-

Fig.22 Sanething llhich happens nore and nore oftem letter abroad from Ka1.n1s (21.11.1990) with 
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30c rate partly paid with Lithuanian s~, not officially valid to destinations outside 
the USSR. 
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Lietuvos Respublikos 
V V 

PASTO ZENKLAI 
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Fig.23 Sheetlet of the 10 kopek value of the second set. 
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POSTAGE STAMPS 

'Du.a \fflOle Cllrcnicle has been like a plilatelic crescendo: fran obscure, privately-produced 
envelopes and semi-official cachets, via a carplete zoo of IILltilated postmarks to postal 
statiaiery. It all culminated in the issue, al 7 0ct0ber 1990, of the first Lithuanian stamps! 
'1be design is a scaled-up versial of the inprinted stamp of the statialerY envelopes. Details: 

Date of issue 7.10.1990. Designed by Violeta Skabeikiene, printed by Spindulys in Kaunas. 
In;lerforate, ungl.lllll8d, paper bright "'1lite. Size of the stamps 32 x 21.s nm. Values: 

5 dark green 2,404,800 printed 
variety olivegr:een approx. 44,000 printed 

10 purple-mown 1,078,350 pcinted 
20 blue 527,000 printed 
50 pink 527,000 printed 

Sheet laycut probably 5 x 10. No varieties noted. An official First Day 0:JVer was also produced, 
with a special First Day of Issue postmark showing 'LimJVA' over the 'pillars of Gediminas', 
the date, 'Premier Jour' and either 'VIUfIUS-C' or 'KAmmS-C'. • 

Date of issue 22.12.1990. As previous issue, but value indicatial in gold and stampe surxcunded 
by dotted lines sinulating perforati~ in the same colour. 
Sheet laycut: sheet size 20 x 14. 3 aa. 16 stampe and 4 labels arranged as 4 rows of 5, of "'1lic:h the 
first four in every re:,,, are postage stamps, and the last stamp in each re:,,, is a label. '1be labels 
in the four rows have inscriptians in Russian, B\glish, French and Geman, respectively. At the top 
of each sheet is an inscriptial 'Lietuvcs RespJblikos / P1'STO ZfHCIAI'. Values: 

5 dark green 

10 purple-mown 
20 blue 
50 pink 

approx. 1,500,000 printed 
approx. 1,500,000 printed 
approx. 2, SOO, 000 printed 
approx. 1,500,000 printed 

No further details about this issue known at present. 

Note that the value inscriptial of Lithuanian stampe does not actually mential a unit of currency, 
tmere the stampe al the first 6 statialerY envelopes do ('k'). It is said this is an early prepa
ratial for the reintroductial of the Lithuanian currency (1 Litas • 100 Centu). 

'1be face value of these stampe and of the ·1ast two statialerY envelopes ~y cane as a surprise 
"1len ale tries to relate them to Soviet postal rates. '1be cause is in itself an expressial of 
Lithuanian i,Jld9perdence: Lithuania now has its own postal rates, effective since 0ct0ber 7th. 
'lhe inla.-d letter rate is now 20 kopeks, with registratial a further 50 kopeks. Fostcards rates 
:iave also been raised, to 10 kopeks. Rates to foreign destinatialS remain as before. 

As said in the introductial, this Cllrcnicle thrives al additialS, corrections and suggestialS 
fran ycu, the readers, so don't hesitate to write. We hope to cxntinue this fascinating pulatelic 
tale in future issues. 

STOP PRESS: Arc:uid half a dozen more stationery envelopes!!!! more staq>s have been reported 
since this article was assembled. Details, hopefully, in the next issue. 

Isle remind our memers that the Septenoer 14 meeting in Landon will be devoted to Lithuania. 
The meeting starts at 15.00. 
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The Hand of Stalin 
1: REHABILITATION 
IVO STEYN 

en the 11th of March 1958, a vary surprising st:aap appeared in the Soviet thien. It did not cxm
manorate a birth or death, nor the plblicatien of an .iJlp:lrtant navel, the discoveey of a new 

ocntinent or the fomulaticn of a scientific theoey. '!he anall bz:olcu.sh stamp sinpl.y featured a 
portrait of J!)Jishe Ow:ents (:r:eal name Sogallyan), an Amenian p:,et, "1tlo was bom in 1897 and died 
in 1937. 

'!he surprising thing is that Ow:ents was featured en a st:aap at all. Althcugh his reputatien as 
an iqmtant p:,et seemed assured at the close of the 'IWlties, his Book of the Road was banned in 
1932 and Charents himelf was branded a 'trotskyite. He was arrested and shot in 1937, alaig with 
a staggering CXl8-third of the Writers' thien meabership. 'IWlty-cne years later, this obvious 
'enemy of the people' was hcnoured with a stamp issue. 

c:ne IICUld expect such paradoxes in a country where a violent revolutien had taken place, where 
pre-ravo].uticn martyrs are hcnoured by post-revoluticmary postal officials. And, in a way, the 
death of Josef Vissaricnav:ich Dzhugashvill in 1953 could be called a revoluticn. 

'!he exact nmber of people "1tlo perished during stalin • s reign over the Soviet thien can cnly be 
guessed at, but even the ocnservative estimates start at about 20 millicn deaths: fran famine and 
forced depxtatien to wildernesses during the 0>llectivisaticn, fran torture, execution or the 
gruelling ocnliticns in the labour amp during the Great Ter%or1 and even a ocnsiderable nmber 
of the USSR• s 20 millien dead during 1M2 can be laid at stalin' s feet. If greatness is maasu':'ed 
by the inp.ct one has had en history, then stalin was a great man, far greater _even than his rival 
Hitler. 

After stalin's death, the rehabilitaticns began. '!he earliest rehabilitaticns were of those people 
accused of cx:mplicity in the 'Doctors• Plot•, an insane scenario for new purges oooked up by Baria• s 
NKVD en stalin's orders. '!he rehabilitaticns then slowly spread to per8al8 ocnvicted during earlier 
spasms of the Ter%or. 

'!he stamp honouring Ow:ents was - as far as I've been able to tell - the first 'philatelic xehab
ilitatien', and it certainly wasn •t the last. But dead poets and other artists are fairly small fry 
when it canes to aan:itting political nmders. 

A tmly surprising philatelic rehabilitaticn came in 1962, with a st:allp honouring Marshal Viktor 
Bl.yukher, "1tlo was picked up by the NIM> one day in 1938, and shot after nearly being beaten to 
death. Nothing was ever piblished about his arrest and, for a laig time, the plblic continued to 
believe that this hero of the 1938 Soviet-Japanese border war was alive and well. 

Less than three months after the Blyukher st:aap came a stamp honouring the man M10S8 death warrant 
Bl.yuker had co-signed a year before his own death: Marshall Mikhail 'l\Jkhac:bevskii. 'l\Jkhachevskii 
had been convicted for espicnage, txeaacn, ocnsp:imcy and a slew of other chuges, but his txue 
failings were pq:11Jarl,ty, intelligence and ccapssicn. He was the IIIJet pmninent victim of the 
dec:imaticn of the Soviet m:med forces that took place in 1937-1940. '!he thiJ:d Marshal to fall 
during that night:nma was A.I. Yegmoll', "1tlo had to wait Wl 1983 before he got his st:allp issue. 

'!he two surviving Marshals - stalin Is toady Kliment VorcshiloY and the remarkably stupid Semyai 

luJenny - were also hcnoured by st:allp issues during the 1970s. In this way, stalin's victims, 
his henc:hnen and people "1tlo fell into ~ categories at cnce were all c:x:wered by a li\ilatelic 
mantle of respectfulness. 

'!he Purge of the Red Amy claimed an incredible ntmi>er of victims: 

3 out of 5 l'larshals, 3 of the 4 first-rank army cormandsrs, all 12 of the 
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1. Egishe Charents 
Shot in 1937 
(SG 2178, 1958) 
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4. Marshal A. Yegorov 
Shot in 1939 
(SG 5360, 1983) 

7. Sergei Kirov 
l'k.lrdered in 1934 
(SG 3275, 1966) 

2. Plarshal Viktor Blyukher 
Shot in 1938 
(SG 2777, 1962) 

3. l'larshal lllikhail 
TU<hachevskii 

nOliTA . 
lCCCP 
'4_ . ._ 

~ 

\..._ 
r ~ ·-

5. l'larshal Kliment Voroshilov 
(SG 4488, 1976) 

s. l'larshal Semyon Budemy 
(SG 4315, 1974} 

e. 'Sergo' Ordzhonikidze 
Suicide(?) in 1937 
(SG 3276, 1966) 

9. lllikhail Fru,ze 
Died in 1925 
(SG 2411, 1960) 
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second-rank army CCJl!ll8nders, 60 of the 67 corps conmanders, 136 of the 199 
division conmanders and 221 of 397 brigade conmanders; both first-rank fleet 
achirals, both second-rank fleet achirals, all 6 first-rank achirals, 9 of the 
15 second-rank adniralsJ both first-rank army conmissars, all 15 second-rank 
army conmissars, 25 of the 28 corps conmissars, 79 of the 97 division conmissars 
and 34 of the 36 brigade camdssars 1 

and these axe just the figuAS for the higher echelaul: Several more victims have since been re
habilitated philatelically, 8XZIIIPles including the 1964 Ya. Gmnamik st:anp, the 1966 st:anp honour
ing Ial Yakir, the 1967 G. Gai issue and several others. 

But the purge of the amed forces was ally ale of the pre-war Pmges. '1he starting signal for this 
horre11dous period in Soviet history was the assassinatiai of Sergei K:i..nw al 1 December 1934. 

K:i..nw had been head of the party organisatial in Leningrad, and a popular and wall-known figure 
within the Party. After the fiasco of the oollectivisatial in the early 30s and Stalin's sub
sequent decline in pop•Ja:rity, there were sane signs that he was being considered as an altemative 
to Stalin by sane Party members. We will never know if K:i..nw himself actually planned to replace 
Stalin, but Stalin's suspiciais of just such a plot apparently decided K:i..nw's fate. '1he assassin 
gained aooess to K:i..nw al Stalin's OEders, those OEders having been transmitted via NKVD chief 
Genrikh Yagoda to NKVD men in Leningrad itself. 

K:i..nw's aw:der was seized as an excuse to get rid of a mmber of people. It was inmediately 
presented to the p,blic as a plot conoocted by an ex-Politburo members Zincwiev and Kamenev, 
working as a fifth oolam for the exiled Lev Trotsky. Zincwiev and Kamenev had been oubnlmoeuvred 
by Stalin in the late 20s, but apparently their political castratial wasn't enough. '1brough 

torture and blackmail Yagoda• s NKVD assad:>led a huge mass of • oonfessiais • Mdch were then used 
as the basis for the famous 'show trials' • Zinoriev, Kamenev, Pyatakov, Radek, Bukharin, Rykov 

- the trials virtually extez:minated the 'Old Bolsheviks', men lifflO had been at Lenin's side 
throughout the Revolutial and lifflO now tumed out to have been in the pay of a1nDst fil Westem 

espiaiage agencies since the tum of the century, if the charges were to be believed. 

Not many of these Old Bolshevik victims have had the dubious poeth\lllOUS ocmfort of a stamp issue. 
Andrei aimov, a mi.nor meai>er of Lenin's inner circle, received his st:anp issue in 1984, and 
Bukharin's recent political rehabilitatial may open the way for a staq:> dedicated to the menmy 
of this tragic figure. 

'1he man "1loee death started this lifflOle cycle of terror, Sergei K:i..nw, had of course died before 
he had a chance of being branded a traitor, and so he was a 'safe' subject for st:anp issues even 
during Stalin's time. st:alll)S hcncuring K:i..nw have appeared since as early as 1936, and as recently 
as 1986. '!\lo other 'moderate Stalinists' also perished before the PUxges began in earnest: Valerian 
ICuibyshev died of (possibly artificially encouraged) heart failure, Mlile 'Sergo' <kdzhonikidze, 
Stalin• s CXiiitade-in-axms died of ~t was presented as heart failure, was probably suicide, and 
may even have been aw:der. Both men died with their reputatiais IDlSUllied by the PUxges, and were 
honoured with st:anp issues Mrl.le Stalin was still alive. 

other Old Bolsheviks have also appeared al staqls regularly, simply because they died before they 
could be slandered during the Great Terror. Yakov SV8rd1ov, the young, brilliant organiser ~ had 
actually shared a cabin with Stalin during their Siberian exile (and so knew ~t kird of a man 
Stalin was) died of Spanish flu in 1919, Mlile Urltsky, another praninent Bolshevik, had been 
killed by an assassin the year before. Stepan Shal.lllYaD, the t.enin of the Caucasus' died as ale 

of the 26 Baku Ckmnissars shot by 11lites in 1918. All have featured regularly al Soviet staqls. 

Mikhail PJ:unr.e, ale of the greatest military mi.ms the Civil war had produced, died during an 
apparently unneeded operatim in 19251 he has been honoured with several stm1p issues since. 

A~ praninent Old Bolshevik died in 1926: Feliks Dzerzhinskii, first head of the Ch!ka/GJ.IU/ 
OGPU/NKVD, the man lifflO applied Red Terror during the Civil war, and the unyielding enemy of 
anyaie lifflO threatened the Revolutial. He died of heart failure, was declared mxe or less a 
Saint of the Revolutiai, and received a lifflO!e batch of stanp issues to oannenm:ate his services 
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1 a. Feliks Dzerzhinskii 
Died in 1926 
(SG 4631, 1977) 

11. Vyacheslav l'lenzhinskii 12. Pavel Postyshev 
Died in 1934 Shot in 1939 
(SG 4309, 1974) (SG 3602, 1968) 

1'3. Sergei Kosior 
Shot in 1939 
(SG 3684, 1969) 

to mankird, not to mention a nice statue in fra1t of the KGB buildings in tbsc:xM. His successor 
was Vyacheslav Menzhinskii who, despite his poor health, lasted as long as 8 years as NKVD 

chaiman. He died in 1934, just before the Kirov affair. He had gone on record as opposing the 
first try-outa for the show trials, the 'Shakhty' and '&lgineers' trials, so might have been 
an obstacle to Stalin. His death, as so often with deaths where Stalin was ccncemed, was there
fore very convenient. He was recently cannemorated al a stamp. 

ait none of his sucoessors ever received a stamp issue to honour their mem:,ry, and this is just 
as well. Menzhinskii was &110088ded by Genrikh Yagoda, who was definitely involved in the Kirov 
assassination and who started the terrible machinery of the Purges. Yagoda fell into the meat
grinder himself pretty soon: he was arrested in 1936, tried alongside aikharin and Rykov in the 
last of the great show trials, and shot. 'Die case against him was plt together (in the usual 
way) by his SU0088sor, a nasty-looking dwarf called Nikolai Yezhov. He presided ai,er the climax 
of the Great Terror, and that crescendo in the Purges is sanetimes referred to as the Yezhov
shchina, the Terrible Yezhov Period, a telling sign how Stalin managed to 'escape the stigna 
attached to the Purges for a long time. Yezhov became the PW:ges' victim in 1938. He was suoceeded 
by Lavrenti Beria, about whan the less said, the better. 

None of these terrible men deserve to be remeai>ered and honoured by stanp issues. 'I\«> other chaps 
best forgotten are Andrei Vyshinskil - the prosecutor who added terms such as "mad dogs" to the 
legal vocabulary - and Vasily tn..ri.kh - Stalin •s pet judge who took an average of twenty minutes 
to try and sentence people to death. (Of oourae, the fact that the sentence was known long before 
the trial made such efficient legal procedures possible! ) • 

ait there is also a large group of people who fall into a moral twilight Zale: people who enthus
iastically supported the early PW:ges, but who got caught in the meat-grinder themselves later on. 
'I\«> good exanples are Pavel Postyshev and Sergei Koeior. Both men had acted as dedicated instru
ments of the Purges in the Ukraine during the middle 30s, but both were shot during the last phase 
of the pre-war Purges, in which Stalin's supporters themselves were decimated. Koeior and Postyshev 
died alongside other Stalinist& such as Vlas Olubar and Robert E:l.khe, and they were probably 
W0ndering wat they had done wrong to deserve this fate, as had their own victims before than. 
Both Postyshev and Koeior have featured on staqle, 

2 and I find it mildly distasteful to see these 
men honoured in the same way as more genuinely innocent victims. '1ben again, aikharin himself 
remarked that there was blood al the hands of all Bolaheviks ••• 

While I started this note with a poet, politicians and military men have received the lion's 
share of attention so far. ait of oourse the Purges swept through every field of achievanent 
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imaginable. It is a chilling exercise to take a st:q> catalogue, pick out all ~ CXJ1wating 
figures who achieved praninence during the first half of this century, am than see how, if at 
all, they lived through the Purges. For the Purges did not !s!!!, exclusively. People were sent to 
the labour camps am, if they were very lucky or very strong, Dlll11Zlged to survive than. others 
were sinpl.y harassed out of a job, or forced to work under very strict guidelines fran the Party. 

In fact, there are virtually no people who were not tcuched in sane way by that terrible period 
in Soviet hist:ary. And the Purges are just a single aspect of Stalin's reign over the Soviet 
thi.on. In future issues• will look at sane of the other facets of lltilat 111.lSt surely be the meet 
terrible subject of a thematic collection ever. 

Notes 

1 Fran Let History Judge by Roy l'ledvedev, p.213. 
2 As an interesting sidenote to the Postyshev and Kosior staq,ss the Postyshev staq) (issued in 

1968) erroneously gives his year of death as 1940, llhile the Kosior starrc:, (issued in 1969) 
gives Kosior's year of death correctly as 1939. In fact, both men 1118re shot on the same days 
28 February 1939. The 111r0ng date on the Postyshev staq, may be an honest pre-glasnost mistake, 
or it may be a conscious effort to move his death to the 111112 era, suggesting that it had nothing 
to do with the Purges ••• 

Literature 

An article such as this camot be written without a fe111 good books on the Purges nearby. For any
one llho wishes to read more about the Purges, I strongly reca1mend the Followings 

The Great Terrors a reaSS899IIB'lt Robert Conquest 
The first book you should read. Revised version reviewed in~ 68. 

Let History Judge Roy l'ledvedev 
An invaluable study by a Leninist historian llho at~ to chart Stalin's deviations fran the 
True Path. A bit dry in places but lRJU1'1)8ssed detail. 

The Prosecutor and the Prey Arkady Vaksberg 
A not-very-scholarly but inmnsely readable biography of Andrei Vyshinskii, the Prosecutor at 
the show trials. 

Stalin and the Kirov l'kJrder Robert Conquest 
Conquest's long hard look at the 111.lrder that started it all. 
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REVIEWS 

'THE ALNIS GUIDE TO RUSSIAN REVENUES AND CINDERELLAS' 

AS, loose-leaf. Published by 'Glass Slipper', PO Box 62, York YOl lYL, England 

'Ibis guide is to be applauded as an Herculean attmpt to catalogue oanprehensively the :interest
ing and colourful labels in this vast field. 

'1be '4ll0X'k has been produced in several volmies in a loose-leaf fomat. 'Ibis allows additions to be 
llll!lde as more infomatial bemmes available fran collectors. Moreover, the pages might be relaid 
in the preferred order of the individual user. '1be bimers prorided by the pmlisher are sinple 
IXL lever arch files. '1bese are a little disappointing and unimaginative, perhaps sanething more 
in the spirit of the catalogue could have been produced. 

'1be listing includes not auy Russian produced material, but also labels with a Russian :interest 
produced abroad (eg, DeLm:lre patriotic labels and Imd Roberts Memorial Fllnd of the First Wxld 
war). Although each label or series of labels has been classified according to functim and m:m
bered, given the piecemeal way in lfflieh the catalogue has been produced the pages have not been 
laid out in any readily reoognisable order. '1he '4ll0X'k would have been DJC:h more easily usable if 
sane fom of basic classificatory systan had been used, eg: 

Official issues/ tllOfficial issues 
Imperial/ Civil war/ Soviet 
Revenues/ Cinderellas / Seals 

As the guide stands at the nanent, the auy way in Mlieh a specific label can be located is by 

scanning the entire catalogue. However, in the introductim to the third volme the PJblisher 
states that fran the fourth volme onwaxds the listing can be bought in separate sections if 
requested by the p.irchaser: Revenues, Cinderellas and, lltben ready, Seals. It is to be hoped that 
fran then a1 the entire catalogue will be rearranged into these three aectialS. 

'1be Alnis catalogue is far fran being complete. Although a n\Dber of BSRP llll!lli:>ers have prorided 
infomatim ocnoeming material in their collectialS, the author shcw.d p,mape have asked the 
Society to invite its meiailership to proride even more data. 

'1be author is to be ccngratulated in having attanpted to establish a value for all of the labels 
described, and these prices will give the collector sane idea of the rarity of the material. 
tllfortunately the catalogue suffers fran poor i;ilotostatic rep:oductim, Mlieh in sane cases 
renders the illustratialS alm:>et useless. 

'lhe Alnis catalogue is currently the auy available listing to cane to grips with the vast area 
of Russian labels. As such it is an invaluable reference '4ll0X'k for any collector with an :interest 
in this field, although it is by no means a oompl.ete or definitive listing. tlJc:h more infomatim 
will no doubt becane available stiJlul.ated by this pia188X'ing effort. 

- John L. Kelim 

ROSSICA Issue 115, October 1990. 

Published twice a year by the Rossica Society of Russian Philately, USA. 
Editors: Gary Combs & David Skipton, 8241 Chalet Court, Hillersville, 
HD 21108, USA. 

It's always very difficult to pick out particularly noteworthy articles fran an issue of lt>ssica, 
as all articles cry out for an in-depth review. In this issue, I was particularly struck by a 
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spectacular array of postcards featuring Czar Nicholas II, the first instalment in a series al 

oollecting Russian (or Russian-related) postcards by Dr William Nickle. A pleasure to read, and 
an impressive array of portraits. 

Dr George llllrdoch can always be trusted to provide food for thought, and his review of '1s'nstVo 
look-alikes' is required reading for all Russian ptilatelists. It's a highly interesting review 
of recurring designs amcng umstvo st:anp. Of course, the st.Petersburg 'key plate types' are 
the best-known exanple of this, but llllrdoch has oollected all other exanples in this article. 
A fascinating story. 

I hope I will be forgiven for being particularly dazzled by George Werbizky's parade of Siberian 
gems. Nine pages of prime loot, including previously unrecorded varieties, many unique. 'lbe 

article also includes a discussial of that nasty VLADIVQS'lac 'g' postmark, 11mich ooe encounters 
al sane very distasteful covers fran this period. Mr Werbizky presents a strong case for its 
legality, but I'm still not 100\ convinced the postmark saw legitimate use as he claims. Old 
convictions die hard. 

Cbzens of shorter articles ensure that every oollector will find sanething of interest in this 
issue of Rossica. How can you stand to be without a subscriptial? 

'RUSSIAN POSTAL CENSORSHIP 1914-1918' 
A. Speeckaert 

327 pages, 16.5 x 24 ems, softbound. 1100 Belgian Francs. Available from the 
author at J.B. Nowelei 24A, B-1800 Vilvoorde, Belgium. The price includes 
postage and should be sent by IMO, or transferred to Giro account 000-1606590-76. 

Four years ago, I was delighted to acquire a cor!J of Tony Speeckaert • s excellent catalogue of WWl 
censor markings. It was a modestly-produced A4 productial, but the contents were highly interesting, 
and fonned the basis of the listing in the more ambitious Skiptoo/Michalove study of postal censor
ship in Imperial Russia. 

Now I am even more delighted to review this seoond Speeckaert production. To call it a seoond, 
revised editial of the original work W0Uld be an injustice. It is a professionally-produced cata
logue, listing and illustrating about 1400 censor markings (oanpared to 600 in the original book! ) • 
'1be book is llfflOlly bilingual &lglish/Geman, 11mi.ch further augments its usefulness. Illustrations 
are crisp line drawings throughout and, in additial, sane 60 oovers and cards are illustrated in 
su~ J;hotograpis. Seven maps oanplete the book. 

'1he erd result is an indispensable book. Serious stooents of postal censorship should have the 
Skiptoo/Michalove work on the shelf, but every postal history buff should have this catalogue on 
him 11mi.le going through the dealers' offerings, as the smaller format makes it a very 'mobile' 
sort of book. 'lbe glossy paper and the 'A'Cnderful illustrations make it a pleasure to read. 

RUSSLANDSSAMLEREN (The Russia Collector) Issue 4, March 1990. 

Published 3 times a year by the Society of Russia Collectors in Denmark. 
Editor: Bent Pedersen, Ungarnsgade 39, 2300 Copenhagen S., Denmark. 

It was a 'A'Cnderful surprise to leam of this joumal. through the kind offices of Leonard Tann. 
Apparently there is a new fraternal society in &Jrope! '!heir joumal. certainly does them proud, 

with articles to suit m:>st tastes. A long look at those first definitives of the RSFSR is followed 
by a very exhaustive listing of the ruble values of the Anna issue, apparently the last instalment 
in a series. A brief note on Russian perfins is followed by a fine review of the many kinds of 
propaganda postcards and stationery envelopes issued by the USSl between the wars. An instalment 
of a list of dot-mneral postmarks, the "letter of the IOOllth" and llll!!lli>ers' adlets close the issue. 
A fine issue. '1be only bad news is that it's in tenish. However, I can read tenish, so I'm all 
right, Jack! 
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YAHSHCHIK/THE POST-RIDER Issue 27, November 1990. 
Published twice a year by the Canadian Society of Russian Philately. 
Editor: Andrew Cronin, P.O. Box 5722 Station 'A', Tronto, Ontario, 
Canada H5W 1 P2. 

It's tanpting to start this review by SIDllarlsing the regular features of Yamshchik briefly before 
going on to sane of the looger articles as I've done in the past. 'lhat may be easy, bJt by doing 
that I've consistently withheld proper attention fran sane excellent philatelic writing. Alex 
Artuchov's serialised zemstvo catalogue is a good exanple. Since it has been a regular feature in 
Yamshchik for so long, it's easy to wave it away with the usual "<h yes, there's the usual zemstvo 
instalment, too, good stuff, now back to the real articles". 'fftis may be a good time to say ~t 
an excellent series Artuchov has been producing for the last 13 years (: ) • Producing a catalogue 
of this depth is not a particularly flashy task 11,fien it's done in instalments, bJt it's precisely 
this kim of solid research "'1ich provides that crucial information the more advanced collector 
needs to enjoy his hobby to the fullest. Artuchov's zemstvo catalogue is a 11a1mental effort, a 
sorely-needed oopection of infcmnation that will be used by grateful collectors for decades to 
cxrne. 

Apart fran the regular features (there, see how easy it is to snub all those wcnderful regular 
bits?) this issue of Yamshchik has sane very fine longer articles in it. Georg Mehrtens produces 
22 pages' worth of highly interesting covers, receipts and docunents fran the Russian Field Posts 
on the Balkans during the Russo-'1\lrkish war of 1877-1878, including a revised listing of all 
kncMn postmarks. Required reading. 'lhe Hen. aiitor has yet another article on a relatively little
kncMn subject: philatelic references to the lost eastem Polish lands in the stanpl and markings 
fran Polish PCW caq:ie in WW2 Gemany and similar expatriate Polish OCIIIIIJIU.ties. 'Repolonizacja •, 
or Polish irredentian is a scary thing to think about in these unsettled times. A most interesting 
article. Lithuanian philatelist Vygintas amrtys reports about the use of cachets in the reestab
lished Republic of Lithuania during 1990 (also see 'Lithuanian Olradcle' in this ~), including 
a highly interesting list of kncMn cachets. 'lhe unpleasant career of one of stalin's nastiest 
toadies, Andrei Zhdanov, is briefly reviewed by Ya. Afangul.skil, Ml0 talks more about the people 
terrorised by Zhdanov than about Zhdanov himself, "'1ich is probably just as well. Incidentally, 
Zhdanov's place of birth, Mariyupol, was renamed Zhdanov to honour his memory, and speedily re
renamed Mllri.yupol 11,fien it was realised his memory did not deserve to be honoured. 

Yet another excellent issue of Yamshchik. All this goodness for only $15 a year ••• 

POCHTA Issue 51, December 1990. 
Published 3 times a year by the German Arbeitsgemeinschaft Russland/UdSSR. 
Editor: Pierre Aerni, Burgstrasse 4, CH-8604 Volketswil, Switzerland. 

Pochta (ocnfusingly, this journal has the same name as the far more interesting joumal. of our 
~ in New~> is a very odd journal to review. It looks great, with an enl.aEged Inprial 
7 ruble stanp in glorious black and yellow on the cover, fine paper and eye-pleasing layout. So 
~t•s wrong with it, I hear you ask ? Well, this particular issue is a good exaap]e. I read it 
several times through and I didn't read a single thing I hadn't already read elsewtlere. An article 
on Azerbaidjan adds nothing to the Voi.khansky book plblished in 1976. A listing of propaganda post
cards fran the 30's is reproduced straight fran a SOViet catalogue of same. Meet pitiful of all: 
an article on ship mail in the Caspian (itself taken fran an "Iran Handbook" by ~ or other) 
is a straight lift fran Tchilinghirian and Stepler\, even including the rather crude map: Since T&S 
was plblished a ux; time ago, the article contains all the errors, anissions and cutdated 
infoxmation ycu wculd expect (doesn't pranise nuch for that Iran "Handbook" fran "'1ich it was 
taken ••• ). So basically, if you're subscribing to this you're paying 40 marks a year for a 
bouquet of rehashed infcmnation and feeble plagiarian, with about 0.2 int:erestjng article a 
year, on average. 'lhe cover looks great, though. 
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